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hen you are a journalist, every word counts. Almost
all assignments have a word count requirement that
affects how much information you can include,
forcing you to either get to the heart of the matter or dig deeper
for more information. There is the AP Stylebook, a thick guide
that gets updated every year, which dictates how to write, from
spelling to word choice––it is known as the journalist’s bible.
Every quote must be attributed, and the good journalist will
make sure every word said is actually said, and no quote is
taken out of context.
All of this and more is in place because the reality is that words
matter. If they did not matter, people would not be able to go to
court for fighting words, for libel or for slander. Words are not
only one of the most powerful weapons one can have; they are
also one of the most powerful tools. People go to war over
words, they make sacrifices over words, they die over words.
As writers, reporters, real-time archivists of world news, we
understand the power of our words. For me, it started when I
wrote for the Campus Times newspaper, and received my first
message from a reader: The now retired English professor David
Werner told me how much he enjoyed reading the story I wrote
about his faculty lecture, and how, out of all the articles written
about him, mine was the best. The praise was unexpected but
much appreciated, so much so that I saved the email. However,
I soon learned not every comment left on one of my articles was
to commend me, especially when it was an editorial. I was just
glad that none of those were directly emailed to me since
editorials do not hold bylines.
Assignments come and go, positive and negative comments
come and go, and it is easy to fall into a routine, a rut. Go to an
event, report it, turn it in. Interview people, write a profile, turn
it in. But through the highs and lows of life, we must never forget
the importance of what we say, and what we write, no matter
our chosen profession.
We must remember words can hurt, they can heal, and they
can motivate. Talk of deportation, tearing families apart and
building walls causes pain. Having someone’s existence reduced
to a derogatory word causes pain. Words incite fear and
violence, they do damage and ruin reputations. They can affect
the course of an election, and they can captivate and distract
from the real issues at hand. Nonetheless, they can shed light.
We are living in a world where people are fighting harder than
ever before to be heard thanks to social media. As a journalist,
but also as a regular person, I know what I write can have a
lasting impact. I do not take this responsibility lightly because I
know words carry weight. I know that words matter.

Celene Vargas, editor-in-chief

cultural center. Included will be a new chapel, albeit about
50 feet to the west. To do that, Brandt Hall will no longer
be a dormitory. “We want to have quiet space; we want to
have celebratory space; we want to have worship space;
we want to have meeting space,” Julia lists. “We want to
have outdoor and indoor [areas]. There needs to be
beauty—where everyone feels welcome.” This will all happen thanks to the architect’s “magic wand,” Julia jokes. The
Stu-Han dormitory will also be razed; in its footprint will be
a parking lot. To replace Brandt and Stu-Han, a new residence hall will be built between the Campus Center and
the parking structure. Brandt itself will be a building that
has some academic classrooms but will also house the
multicultural center, and those offices that most closely
connect with the historical values and pedagogical approach of the University, according to Provost Jonathan
Reed. “Community engagement may go in there, the Office
of Diversity will probably go in there, multicultural offices
and the center will go in there; the interfaith chaplain, perhaps international students will also be there and the La
Verne experience,” he says.
But before an architect with a magic wand meets these
new goals, in the beginning, there was a woman—a fairy
godmother of sorts—who donated money so the school
could build its first chapel. Her name was Maybelle Moore
Dant, whose twin granddaughters Daphne and Diana Kerr
(both were adopted as Maybelle’s daughters when her own
daughter died in 1947) “most likely enrolled in La Verne
College in 1958 or 1959,” according to Anne Collier, ULV
curator, cultural and natural history collections. At the time,
the University was headed by President Harold Fasnacht.
Maybelle wanted the chapel to be “an attractive symbol of
the Christian college campus,” according to a document
about the chapel in the La Verne archives.
The La Verne College Chapel was built on campus in

BY CELENE VARGAS
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nside the Interfaith Chapel, through a tiny hallway and
up a white, narrow and steep staircase, sits a pipe organ—dusty, abandoned and haphazardly covered with a
plastic sheet. “I’ve tried to get people to come out here and
play it,” says Julia Wheeler, director of church interfaith relations at the University of La Verne. She removes the plastic
covering and runs her hands over the keys, which are covered in a layer of dust. Julia flips a couple switches and
starts pushing “stop” buttons. The organ still plays and produces powerful sounds, from reedy light, to dark ominous
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to trumpet blaring. The bare notes fill the small chapel and
make it seem bigger with its echoing resonance. Julia says
the organ was untouched when she took over the position a
year ago. “That couldn’t have been good for it,” she says.
The fate of the organ is tied to the future of the chapel. Both
are slated to be removed. Julia doesn’t know what is going
to happen to it when the chapel gets torn down to make
space for a new building.
The plan is to create an all-encompassing center that will
house an interfaith space, a spiritual life center and a multi-

1966 when the University was directly connected to the
Church of the Brethren. It is iconically Christian-looking,
with its large, stained glass windows, rows of traditional
wood pews and, of course, the sleek cross mounted on top
of the chapel. And then there is the pipe organ. It is symbolic of a time when the College graduated scores of students who majored in music. The organ resides in a loft
above the sanctuary entrance. Originally, it was facing out
into the chapel so that when the organist sat on the bench,
she could not see what was happening below, says Anita
Hanawalt, the last pipe organ instructor who led lessons on
the instrument. “It made it really awkward to play for weddings or any occasions,” Anita says. “My primary memories
come from the 1990s. Office space was at a premium for
adjuncts, so I took that space and made it my own.” She
says one of her primary pipe organ students, Jana Hodgson,
helped improve the space by repainting the walls and moving the pipe organ. “We moved the console to the side to its
current location so that you could sit there and play at a
service and see what was going on – if the bride got to the
end of the aisle, that sort of thing.”
Ralph Travis promotes a chapel pipe organ
Anita first moved to La Verne in 1983 when she met Ralph
Travis, who was professor of music when the chapel came
into being. He was at that time no longer playing the organ
because he had Parkinson’s disease. “He was shaking, and
he just did not want to play in public anymore.” Ralph is a
vital character in the chapel’s history. “Ralph was an organist, and he was instrumental in making sure we had a pipe
organ in the chapel. It’s a tiny little pipe organ–there is nothing special about it—but it’s a real pipe organ. I know he
worked to get as much money together as he could to make
sure we had that,” she says. According to the dedication of
the chapel, the organ money was donated by the Davenport

OPPOSITE PAGE: The
University of La Verne
Interfaith Chapel, built in
1966, is slated to be torn
down and rebuilt about 50
feet to the west. The new
location of the new
Interfaith and Spiritual
Center is part of the
University’s Master Plan to
renovate and replace
buildings. Work is slated to
begin 2017. The present
location of the Interfaith
Chapel is on the University
of La Verne campus on the
south side of Bonita Avenue
between B and C streets.
BOTTOM: The Interfaith
Chapel was built when La
Verne College was linked to
the Church of the Brethren.
As such, the building was
designed with the Christian
faith in mind with its rows
of pews and Christian cross
at building top. In 1977, the
Church and the College
separated their official
relationship, with a name
change to University
of La Verne.
NEXT PAGE: The chapel’s
two manual Moller pipe
organ was originally placed
in the building during its
1966 construction. The pipe
organ is installed in a small
loft space located above the
entrance to the sanctuary.
With the building
scheduled for replacement
with a new Interfaith
Spiritual Center, the
faculty and staff members
who work in the chapel are
still unsure of the pipe
organ’s new destination.

Maybelle Dant:
Funding the
College Chapel
Maybelle Moore
Dant (1880-1970)
was the wife of
Charles Elmer Dant
(1878-1945), a selfmade man who
formed the ChinaPacific Co., and
helped form the
Columbia-Pacific
Shipping Co. He
was also director of
the Fir-Tex Insulating Board Co., and
two other steamship companies.
The couple raised
five children: two
girls and three boys
until Charles’ death
in 1945. Two years
later, daughter
Kathryn Kerr Lowry
died while visiting
her second husband in the Philippines. Her death
left her twin daughters Daphne and
Diana Kerr orphaned, as their father had died in the
war in 1943. Maybelle adopted the
twins who later
graduated from La
Verne College.
Maybelle was very
philanthropic and
involved in artsrelated charities in
Palm Springs and La
Jolla. In 1957, she
christened the SS
M.M. Dant. It was
later renamed the
SS Mormacsaga
and withdrawn
from service
in 2008.
—Source: Anne
Collier, ULV curator,
cultural and natural
history collections.

BY GABRIELLA CHIKHANI

A
Foundation. Nicknamed “Travy,” Ralph was a beloved music
instructor at La Verne, and part of his teaching portfolio included instructing students on the pipe organ. Before the
construction of the chapel, Ralph, who also led as organist
at the La Verne Chuch of the Brethren, juggled student lesson and practice time on his Church organ. The chapel organ brought the pipe organ program to the campus. Ralph
taught at La Verne for 43 years, serving as head of the Music
Department before retiring in 1972 when he was named
professor of music emeritus. Bernice Pence, La Verne College class of 1948, was a student of Ralph and remembers
him as fair but strict. “He would stand behind you and tap
you on the shoulder to keep your time regular. I never really
felt intimidated by him; I felt encouraged,” Bernice says. She
went on to play the organ for the La Verne Church of the
Brethren on Sunday evenings. Ralph played in the mornings,
but after he retired, she filled in for him for more than a year.
While the chapel was for Christian worship at one time,
it now includes a multitude of interfaith religious and nonreligious beliefs, including Buddist, Muslim, Secular Humanist and atheism. “We need a space that will match us,”
Julia says. It is also used as a general classroom and meeting space for clubs, religious or not. However, the chapel
has limitations. Besides it not being ADA compliant–it has
lead paint, asbestos and other structural inadequacies–the
chapel can no longer represent the campus community or
the school’s values of diversity and inclusivity, says University of La Verne chaplain Zandra Wagoner. “We need a
space that is so much more flexible, a place that any group
can feel they can fully express their core values and not
feel the space is a barrier to their core values.”
The Church of the Brethren was founded in 1708, and a
core belief was no force in religion. “At that time in Europe,
people’s religion was determined by the religion of the
prince of the land. The founders of the Church of the
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Brethren believed it violated the essence of what religion
should be, namely that it is an individual choice. In a way,
it’s no surprise the chapel has gone from Brethren to, in the
modern times, we have a University chaplain; she is an interfaith chaplain. She is to serve all religions or no religion
and foster a dialogue,” Jonathan says. He adds the future of
the chapel lies with not identifying with any single religious
group but in being an open space where all groups feel
comfortable and have dialogue with each other to share
their common core beliefs and ethical aspirations. “We’re
still examining what activities can we have that celebrate its
history, and we’re also still looking at how can we integrate
aspects of the current chapel into the new interfaith chapel
and multicultural center,” he says. The provost gave examples such as taking some of the stained glass or saving some
of the wood to integrate it into the new center, or if the organ cannot be saved, some pieces can be carved out and
wind chimes can be made out of the pipes. However, none
of these examples are finalized. “I don’t think we’re far
along in the details to make that decision,” Jonathan says.
Regarding the unknown fate of the organ, Bernice says, “I
think Ralph would like it to be put to use.”
Zandra says she and Julia are trying to find Maybelle’s
family to continue the family heritage on the La Verne
campus between the old chapel and the new center.
“There are some people who feel a certain love of the
place because it marked such an important part in their
life. I think the chapel has functioned in that way consistently,” Zandra says. A significant number of faculty, staff
and even students have been married there. There have
also been funeral and memorial services conducted in the
chapel. The building has significant meaning for many
alumni. “We really want to make sure in the new multicultural center and interfaith chapel that we’re honoring our
past because it’s really foundational.” n

PHOTOGRAPHY BY AMANDA DUVALL

DESIGN BY KARLA RUIZ

s the formidable black iron La Verne Police Department gates begin to open, Norm Faustini, wearing
his blue patrol uniform, calls out to dispatch, letting
the officers on patrol know he is joining them. As the gate
remotely rolls shut behind him, Faustini recalls why the gate
is necessary. “These
gates were made and
placed here when I
started in 1991. Someone had driven their car
into the patrol car lot
and then shot himself
once he reached the
station.” Such is the La
Verne history Faustini
carries with him.
Norm Faustini, retired
from the military, has
been a member of the
La Verne Retired Senior
Volunteer Patrol (RSVP)
for more than 20 years.
He started out as a
clerk, working in the
front of the station, taking care of tasks “the officers did not want” and
has since then been appointed by the La Verne
chief of police as the
head of the RSVP Unit.
“The chief assigns the
position, but I always
say, [to others] if you
want it, you got it.”
Those wishing to join
the RSVPs must live in
La Verne, be a 55 and
over senior, have knowledge about computers
and be able to stand for long periods of time. The training is
rigorous; the 28 volunteers meet the last Monday of the
month, 10 a.m. to 1 p.m., for six months before becoming
members. During this time, the RSVPs learn how to fingerprint, write non-moving violations, perform house checks,
file DUI paperwork, help with runaways, guide traffic at the
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scene of an accident, and learn how to use the police radio.
“Our weapon is our radio,” Faustini says. The volunteers are
not given guns, but they are taught self-defense by Detective
Steve Figueroa. “People aren’t always nice to us, and they
aren’t always nice to the officers,” Faustini says. Figueroa is
trained in the Israeli
and Japanese martial
arts and teaches the
seniors and police officers how to defend
themselves. “It doesn’t
matter who you are,
as long as you fight
you have a chance of
surviving,” Figueroa
says. “It doesn’t matter
how skilled they are.”
Faustini proves this as
he demonstrates how
to escape from someone choking him. “If
we can train their
minds, their bodies
will work better,”
Figueroa says. “If
nothing else, it gives
them piece of mind
that they have a plan.”
The volunteer program includes people
from all backgrounds,
including previous
owners of large companies, retired FBI
agents, former LVPD,
housewives and
clerks. “We free up
the officers so they
can take care of more
important duties,”
Faustini says. He and partner Dave Boscarino, who has been
with the force for four years, patrol La Verne every Tuesday,
from 3 p.m. to 7 p.m., in an LVPD SUV. Their route changes
each week depending on the list of homes they need to
check, the traffic in La Verne and the time of year. Their first
stop on this day is a house check, a service the RSVPs are

LEFT: Dave Boscarino, a city
of La Verne retired senior
volunteer patrol officer,
slips a citation into the
window of a parked car
after his partner Norm
Faustini fills out the date,
location and vehicle
information. While on
patrol, members of the
RSVP pay close attention
to parked cars to make
sure registrations are up
to date. If not, they will
issue a citation, one of the
many enforcement powers
RSVP officers hold.

TOP: Asked whether RSVP
members are allowed to
carry guns during their
shifts, Norm Faustini, a
member for more than
20 years, explains that
the only weapons they
carry are radios. If
danger arises, RSVP
members immediately
call in and a La Verne
Police unit will be sent
to their location.

proud to offer the La Verne community. The volunteers keep
an updated list of residents who submit a form to the Police
Department providing their address, dates of travel, home
sketch, and how many cars will be on the property. With
this information, Faustini and his team of volunteers provide
surveillance. “We slowly drive past the home, making sure
the only cars present are the ones listed on the forms, and if
we see something odd or if the house is unlocked, we park
farther down the street and call two units to come in and
check it out,” Faustini explains. “We once called in when
we saw a car parked in the driveway that shouldn’t have
been. Turned out to be the son of the family, and he was
painting a mural in his parent’s home as a surprise gift to
them. We still had to take note of it, but we told the family
when they got back so we wouldn’t ruin the surprise.”
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The duo drives with the windows of the Chevy SUV patrol car cracked ever so slightly and keep themselves entertained through conversation rather than music, which allows them to hear the in-car hand radio in case of an
emergency. As they converse about their children, happenings in La Verne and the University, someone on the radio
comes through. Both men become silent, lean in toward
the radio and scan the road with their eyes in case they
need to drive to the scene. The radio transmission ends and,
after a few moments of silence, the two confirm with one
another what the call-in was about, and who from the station would be responding to the call. They then resume
their discussion. “Every day it’s something, and there’s
never a dull moment,” Boscarino says. Accompanying the
residential house check forms is a list of La Verne businesses, paperwork with coding information and a green citation pad that Faustini holds in his left hand as he explains
their meaning and worth. “These green citations [issued for
expired auto registration tags] are not something to disregard. People who ignore five of these receive a warrant.”
After making a few house checks, Faustini and Boscarino
take the patrol car through the lush northern green hills of
La Verne. With a click of a button, their patrol car can enter
any gated community. They cruise through neighborhoods
like the Live Oak community, making note of which homes
have the best decorations during Christmas time. “During
the holidays, we have what we call the Yule Push,” Faustini
says. “We have extra patrol in shopping centers, parking
lots and neighborhoods to check for exposed bags in cars,
unlocked vehicles and suspicious persons.” They make a
detour through Brassy Lane and drive north on Stephens
Ranch Road, swing past Marshall Canyon Golf Course and
stop at the entrance to Camp 17. With its small sunburnt orange entrance sign and gravelled road, Camp 17 appears
empty and is easy to miss. “Camp 17 is where they take the
bad boys and turn them into fire fighters,” Boscarino says.
The two volunteers begin to drive back down the hill and
agree that the LA Fitness parking lot will be their next stop.
It is time to give tickets. Today is Oct. 25.
Faustini does the math and calculates that
they should be keeping an eye out for red
2016 tags listing any month before August
as the expiration date. “Anything over six
months is up for possible towing,” Faustini
says. The patrol car begins to slowly weave
through rows of parked cars in search of the
red tags. Boscarino spots one and perks up
in his seat as he points it out. Faustini parks
the SUV, and the two get out of the car.
Faustini jots down the information as
Boscarino reads it off to him, telling him the
license number, the type and color of the
car. The two try to work fast to escape encounters with unhappy people. “We were
writing a ticket to a lady the other week for
expired tags, and she told us she had it in
the glove compartment; she just hadn’t had
the chance to put it on the car. Then she

LEFT: At the beginning of
his shift for the RSVP, Norm
Faustini reviews how to
successfully fill out a
parking citation. He also
explains that payments
must be made within 21
days of the violation date.

says, ‘That’s what happens when you don’t have a husband.’
Apparently she was going through a divorce,” Boscarino
says. He places the ticket under the front windshield wiper
and the two get back in their car to continue the search.
Depending on the day, Boscarino says he typically gives out
10-14 tickets each time he’s on patrol. “It’s a lot like fishing;
you never know what you’re going to get.” As he finishes his
remark, Faustini spots a second expired tag in front of Starbucks, and the pair leap out to write the ticket. After checking each other’s work, they climb back into the patrol car,
and Boscarino’s personal phone blares the ringtone song
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“Bad Boys” by the reggae band Inner Circle. Boscarino
hangs up after the quick phone call from his wife, and exclaims, “June!” He has spotted another expired tag.
The RSVP volunteers now decide it is time to check the
residential areas for parked cars with expired tags. As they
finish writing their fourth ticket, the owner of a car approaches them and asks why he received the ticket.
Boscarino points out his expired tags, and the owner tells
him, “I’ll pay it when I get the money.” After the encounter,
the two change the scenery and drive into the Panera parking lot, instantly finding an expired tag. Just as Faustini begins to write the ticket, a mom with two daughters come
out of Panera to find the two at her car. She tells her daughters to get in the car, pulls the new tags out of her purse
and apologizes. But it is too late, Faustini has written the
ticket. “If I had known that before I had started writing, I
wouldn’t have given her the ticket,” he says.
By 5 p.m., the two have written nine tickets and are nearing their patrol time end. Boscarino and Faustini continue
to keep an eye out for red tags as they recall last week’s patrol when they found two people who had stolen six cars
and had arrest warrants. “We were doing our usual patrol,
and we saw some limbs hanging out of the driver’s side of
a parked car. We thought someone had a seizure, but it
was two druggies with marijuana, meth and other drugs.
They were all strung out with their legs out of the car. Turns
out the Department had been searching for them,” Faustini
says, almost as an afterthought as he parks the Chevy SUV
in front of the La Verne Police station to let the reporters
out before driving through the black gates, where the two
will spend about an hour doing the paperwork from their
patrol before resuming their civilian retired lives. n

MIDDLE LEFT: Members of
the RSVP assist during the
Oct. 8, La Verne Police
Department Public Safety
Open House. Some
members, including Officer
MacDonald, led
tours of the facility, which
included the indoor
shooting range, jail cells
(pictured) and 911 dispatch.
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Reed Gratz: Composer, Educator, Father

BY RYAN GUERRERO PHOTOGRAPHY BY KATHLEEN ARELLANO DESIGN BY HEATHER SEMAN
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lato once said, “Music is a moral law. It gives soul to
the universe, wings to the mind, flight to the imagination and charm and gaiety to life and to everything.”
To University of La Verne Music Professor Reed Gratz, music definitely is everything as it surrounds his daily life.
Whether it is through educating students in Founders Hall
about music theory, jazz history and piano compositions or
simply performing in the community with the Reed Gratz
Band, Reed bleeds music through his heart and soul; a passion inside that carries with him to this exact day.
Simply labeling Reed as an award-winning jazz pianist or
a phenomenal composer would be an understatement as
the 66-year-old is the epitome of a well-rounded, gifted individual—an individual who does not take life for granted
nor settles for less. Having won awards such as the National
Endowment for the Arts Jazz Composition Grant in 1984,
the Fulbright Senior Scholar honor in 1991 and 2001, the
Outstanding Young Men of America Award in 1979 and
1982, and the Excellence in Teaching Award at the University of La Verne in 1991; Reed has accomplished many outstanding milestones. He has also had the privilege of giving
private music lessons to notable successful musicians, including Herb Alpert and Bruce Hornsby.
He was born in the small town of Bluffton, Ohio, and
spent most of his youth living as a “Midwest guy” in both
Ohio, then Indiana. Reed grew up in Avon Lake, a suburb
of Cleveland, before ultimately moving to North Manchester, Indiana, at age 13 when his father took a job at Manchester College to coach at the collegiate level. James Gratz
was a local sports legend in the Avon Lake community and
coached in many Bluffton area high schools before becoming an associate professor of health, physical education and
recreation at Manchester College. “My dad was kind of the
star in town; he was the local high school football coach
and athletic director and had several undefeated teams including eight conference winning seasons. Everybody knew
him, and football was a big deal in Ohio,” says Reed. James
also served as the athletic director at Manchester, as well as
head wrestling and baseball coach, and as an assistant football coach. Manchester College, renamed Manchester University in 2012, named its baseball field after him.
Sports was the family business, but so, too, was music.
Reed’s interest in music began at a young age and would
build into his prolific career. As a child, Reed took piano
lessons from his mother, Jane Gratz, and began to write his
own music with her inspiration. Jane’s music filled the
house, prompting Reed and his brothers to become actively
involved in music as an extracurricular activity. Both his
parents were deeply involved in music, and both sang in
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their school and church choirs. In addition, Reed says, “I
was very fortunate because they [his elementary school]
had a great band program, and there was a lot of music in
my house.” Both parents encouraged Reed to pursue music
and athletics in Avon Lake, splitting his time between them,
which ultimately taught him great discipline and muscle
memory. “I was intrigued by both directions. They’re very
alike in the sense that you got to practice every day. If you
don’t, you’ll get rusty quickly,” Reed says. At
one point, Reed was given the choice to do
the dishes or practice piano, prompting both
him and his brother to fight over the piano
and leaving his mother to do the dishes. It
was clear to Reed that this was something his
father wanted him to do and strive for. As
time went on, the family would compete for
piano time. Given that his father was a former naval officer, Reed was issued a somewhat strict schedule to play football in the
yard, go to little league practice and still have
time for piano practice. For his brother,
Robin, that set schedule would also ultimately pay off as he would become a church
organist and was also in the 1972 Olympic
trials in the triple jump.
At Manchester College, Reed began to realize music was becoming a passion of his in
so many ways. He frequently collected jazz
and classical music records found at the local record store, “Hire’s.” Reed would listen
to his records repeatedly to “copy” the compositions he heard and was greatly influenced by them. By ear alone from this complicated, higher level music, he taught
himself how to play jazz. His early record
collections included famed jazz pianist Bill
Evans’ “Sunday at the Village Vanguard” and
Thelonious Monk records passed on to him
by his high school English teacher. Monk had
a unique improvisational style, which Reed
was able to master. Yet, he was influenced by
music of all kinds and remembers clearly being 15 and listening to a piano sonata by Argentinian composer Alberto Ginastera that
motivated him to want to compose something as equally great, a goal that he says is
still in his future. He was also moved by the
work of Russian composer Dmitri
Shostakovich, specifically his Tenth Symphony. “When I was a kid, my dad came
home with the Moscow Symphony record
that featured Shostakovich, and I just remember listening to it over and over again. Those
are things that happen when you are in your
teens; there’s a particular music that for some
reason you connect to, and it speaks to you
even if it’s from Argentina or from Russia.”
He excelled in both music and sports at

Manchester College. He was on the wrestling and tennis
teams, as well as forming a rock and jazz band. By the
completion of his college sophomore year, Reed grew “distressed of living in a small town” and cited personal reasons why he briefly left for London to study music on his
own. “It was a great time to be in London. It was the rock
and roll years when things were really inventive, and the
Beatles were there. Jimi Hendrix died while I was there,
and you had guys like Eric Clapton,” chuckles Reed as he
describes the iconic music scene of late 1960s London. “All
these guys were kind of accessible, and that really turned
me on to music. I was convinced that, ‘OK, in spite of the
odds, I’m going to try to jump into this.’” After his short stint
abroad, Reed returned to Manchester to finish in 1973 his
baccalaureate in music theory. Two years later, he earned
his master’s of music degree at the New England Conservatory of Music in Boston, Massachusetts, with an emphasis
in jazz composition and Afro-American music. One of his
idols, famed jazz pianist George Russell, was teaching at
the institution, and, with great luck, Reed says he was admitted into the graduate program. “It was a great opportunity for me to study with people whom I collected their
records, and it was a totally different group of guys—highly
recognized African-American jazz musicians from New
York City who were teaching in Boston a few days a week.
There was so much music in Boston, and it was a highly
competitive atmosphere at the conservatory that it ultimately led me to want to continue in graduate school.
Now, I was thinking, ‘OK, I like to write music, I like to
play music, but I also think I would like to continue to
study and go through the formal aspect of it as best as I
could.’”
Reed became aware of the possibility of teaching music
at a college institution. And while he acknowledged that
the teaching field was highly competitive, he decided to
pursue this career by enrolling in the University of Miami
School of Music’s Doctoral Program in Composition. What
attracted him the most to the university was its ideology of
being open-minded for students to study music in all genres
including jazz and rock, opera and rock ensemble. Reed
shared the same open-minded view, which he continues to
hold and include in his La Verne teaching. Reed finds genres to be a non-important factor when it comes to determining what separates good from bad music, and whether
he likes a certain song. “You have good, and you have bad
music, but the genre isn’t the important thing that decides
that. I can love Sting’s music as much as I might love
Mozart’s. They are both different but can both move the
same person.” Reed believes that genres are a marketing
scheme and explains that different variations of music such
as jazz exist because of time periods, different instrumentations and improvisation. “When you start putting labels on
things, it makes you feel like you’re stuck in the pigeon hole
or stuck in a box. I think a lot of artists reject that.”
Upon completing his doctoral program in the summer of
1977, Reed began job hunting for a teaching position but
stayed in Miami when no available positions were found.
While in Miami, he eloped with his former wife. Soon, the

LEFT: Reed Gratz,
department chair and
professor of music,
improvises on the
Steinway and Sons grand
piano on the Morgan
Auditorium stage. In his
40th year as an educator
at the University of La
Verne, Reed concentrates
in jazz music, from
teaching jazz history to
playing it with his band, the
“Reed Gratz Band.”

ABOVE: Students Andrew
Medina, Julian Johnson,
Lisa Quezada and Terry
Dopson discuss their plans
for their senior project with
Professor Reed Gratz in his
Founders Hall Room 8
faculty office. This Music
Composition class consists
of mostly senior music
majors, all of whom review
their own individual
accomplishments, from
performance to composition
with their professor.

couple had a family: daughter Erin, now a University of La
Verne associate professor and librarian specializing in web
and instructional technology, and son Ian, who works for
Automatic Data Processing in North Carolina. By fate, in
1977, Reed saw an open music position at the University of
La Verne. He was partially familiar with the institution due
to its Church of the Brethren ties with Manchester College,
and he had contacts, including his wife who had attended
the school. Reed gained the job shortly after he turned 27
and moved to the city of La Verne with his family. “La Verne
was a very different institution at that time. You recognize
the buildings—a couple of the buildings, but just totally different in its appearance and in its size, along with the atmosphere and feeling of the campus at the time. It’s a different kind of place now,” says Reed. “I wouldn’t say one is
better than the other, but it just changed so much. Being
here my entire career and watching the changes that La
Verne has made is an intriguing story for me.”
In his small office located in Founders Hall, Reed sits surrounded by a collection of books and a keyboard. Having
now taught at La Verne for 40 years and overseeing the Music Department as Department Chair for more than 18, he
quietly reminisces about his marvelous career as a music
educator. Currently residing in Pomona, he has spent his
teaching career at the University of La Verne, while also
having taught occasionally at other institutions such as
Claremont McKenna College and Leiden University in the
Netherlands. He has helped launch successful alumni musicians, including Robert Catalano and Andrew Ford. He is
known as one of the pioneers of bringing art and music pro-
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grams to the University,
along with professors such
as Gary Colby, professor of
photography, Ruth Trotter,
professor of art, and David
Flaten, professor of theater.
Reed has also had several opportunities to enhance his career, spending
six of his teaching years in
other institutions. He has
traveled to Europe numerous times for guest lectures
and has also taught at the
University of Innsbruck in
Austria, among many of his
gigs. “It gives me a better
perspective when I come
walking back into the same
building in good old
Founders Hall,” says Reed
about his teaching stints in
other locations.
Reed holds significant
stature on campus and has
influenced many students
who have become music
professors themselves. In
addition, he has created long-lasting relationships among
the La Verne faculty. “I have had the honor to know and
work with Dr. Reed Gratz for quite a few years. He’s the
type of professor who will go out of his way to help not
only students and colleagues, but also his friends and family,” says music professor Michael Ryan. “What intrigues me
about Reed the most is that he is interested in all types of
music ranging from jazz, blues, classical, popular, Latin as
well as music from any country. Not only is Reed an amazing composer and amazing pianist, he also has a great
sense of humor and wit.” Fellow music professor, bandmate
and former student Andrew Ford says, “Reed Gratz has
been a mentor and friend for 40 years. He has been instrumental in my development as a musician and educator. He
is a great musician and outstanding communicator and instructor. But aside from all of that, he is one of my favorite
people to be around: kind, funny, creative and intelligent.
The University of La Verne is very fortunate to have him as
an instructor for all these years. He is truly one of a kind.”
Aside from influencing students, Reed believes that the
importance of teaching music is carrying on the traditions
that have been passed on through generations of musicians
all around the world. “I love being a part of the lineage—
passing on traditions, information, knowledge, insight. I
love watching the students pick up these skills and tools
that will enable them possibly to be creative and expressive.
To do that is so much easier if you know the tools, and I
love passing that on. I always felt like I was a part of the lineage that goes back some hundreds of years of learning
how Western Music is set up.”

Among these tools is having the convenience of teaching
in the 21st century where every genre of music can be easily accessed, something that Reed believes can be a good
or bad thing depending on how one views it personally.
Listeners and musicians can instantly stream and find Turkish music, contemporary West African music and stylistic
music from cities such as New York City. “Teaching has
changed a lot in just the time I’ve been doing it—from using chalk on an old board to having access to any YouTube
performance of any piece and instantly being able to listen
to it with students and talk about it and analyze it,” says
Reed. “The tools have changed; however, the information
is still very much the same. But it’s great to be a part of that
tradition. I say that a lot to my music theory classes. Why
are we doing this? Why are we looking at all of this? It’s because musicians are elitists. We love to be able to hold on
to these traditions. Sometimes, no matter how illogical it
might seem, it’s the way we’ve been doing it. Music is sort
of a science, it’s an art form, and it has a foot in both
camps. I love trying to paint that image and the information that surrounds it clearly to people wanting to find a
way to express their own ideas musically.”
Becoming involved with the University of La Verne and
teaching music in general has helped shape Reed’s career
drastically. He has come across several opportunities and
endeavors associated with the field of higher education.
“I’m very proud to be at this institution and to have had
the opportunities that I have had by being in university education and being in music. Outside the university situation, music is a key to other cultures, other kinds of people. I’ve gotten to play in every kind of church and
synagogue, as well as saloons. I’ve also had the privilege
of performing at every kind of culture’s wedding and funeral. I’ve met people of every color and background—all
because I’m a musician.”
The title of musician has not only increased Reed’s experiences and privileges from the ordinary citizen but has also
allowed him to see the world from a certain perspective
that only musicians can claim as theirs. “Musicians are fantastic people. They’re nuts. They have tons of stories and
love to share them. They are also the greatest joke-tellers.
It’s a wonderful group of people to be associated with,”
chuckles Reed as his smile beams with joy. Although Reed
enjoys the many perks of being a musician and associating
with a world-wide music community, his greatest joy
comes from ULV. One great memory as a La Verne professor was playing basketball with faculty and students for fun,
an example of how his passion in athletics never ended
when pursuing music full-time. “Playing basketball at noon
for 15 years with friends and colleagues and students is
something I’ll never forget. We had games every day at
noon, five days a week. I was a real gym rat. I was a basketball junkie, carrying my shoes and ball in the car, then later
smashing my fingers and going to the gig at night.” While
the idea of playing sports and a music concert in the same
day may seem astonishing to some folks, it was a statement
of the love he had for both that continues to make Reed a
talented and special individual; a world class musician.
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“Fantastic students have entered my classroom over the
years. Luckily, I knew when to get out of the way as you
find some students who are so self-motivated,” says Reed.
“Sometimes you can point them to a door, and that’s often
times enough. Some of those students have gone out to
make big names and big successes for themselves in the
world of music, which I find to be a difficult pathway. That’s
what I’m happiest about here in my tenure at La Verne. We
haven’t been that big of a program, but we’ve had some
truly fantastic people.”
Reed’s charismatic charm has also touched the local
community. For 15 years, he lived in La Verne in a house
now owned by the University and rechristened as its Health
Center. Scarcely a weekend went by when he was not performing at cafés or local festivals. In addition, he has supported Bonita High School and Upland High School’s efforts to raise money for their music programs. He
continuously supports the University of La Verne through

BELOW: During his music
composition class, Professor
Reed Gratz advises students
on their song writing work
and helps develop their
upcoming music related
student projects.

RIGHT: Reed Gratz,
professor of music at the
University of La Verne,
joined the faculty fall 1977.
He currently teaches music
history, jazz theory and
music composition, in
addition to writing original
jazz compositions.

BELOW: Explaining the
circle of fifths with his music
theory level two class,
Professor Reed Gratz
prepares students for their
final exam. In Founders Hall
Room 22, music theory level
two focuses on analyzing
the writing and styles of
18th century music.

his performance efforts and emphasizes the importance of
the arts in its curriculum. His efforts have led to a Lycem
leadership effort that features high level musicians.
With his talented student musicians and faculty, he
formed his band, the Reed Gratz Band. It currently consists
of guitarist Michael O’ Neil, who just recently finished performing as a guitarist on the Barbara Streisand world tour.
La Verne alumnus and professor Andrew Ford is the bassist
and has performed worldwide with artists such as Whitney
Houston and David Crosby, as well as performing at the
White House in which he was photographed with President
Barack Obama. Another La Verne alumnus is drummer
Mike Bennett, who graduated from the University in 2004.
Bennett has performed as a touring musician with the late
Prince, Justin Timberlake and Hilary Duff. Famed West
African Drumming professor Steve Biondo serves as percussionist. The band first performed in 2003. These days,
though, they hardly get the opportunity to play together as
each member is involved with his own professional career.
“It’s more in my head than in actual reality,” jokes Reed. The
group has released two albums and performs at least once a
year at an annual concert featured by the La Verne Music
Department. As a solo musician or as a band performer,
Reed humbly says that he always likes playing with musicians who understand music and are better than he. Reed
believes that there is no greater experience than forming
genuine friendships and collaborations. The music expressed from those relationships is powerful.
Reed is a husband and father to a family across the sea in
both Holland and Spain. Most recently, he spent a year in
Spain on a sabbatical working on three projects including
two solo CDs. There, he reunited with his 14-year-old son
Joaquin Gratz and wife Udit Gratz de Lang. The family resides in Spain during the school months and Holland in the
summer, living in the couple’s house boat, which Reed regards as his “second, yet perhaps first home.” He describes
his wife as the “smart one” in their marriage as she de-
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signed the couple’s houseboat located in “Downtown Holland” [Amsterdam] and even did the plumbing and electricity. His son Joaquin is currently enrolled in a British International School in Spain. Reed and his wife contemplate the
idea of moving permanently to Malaga, located on the
southern coast of Spain. Reed is fascinated and captured
with European culture. “It’s a very diverse place, more so
than here. You have Moroccans, North Africans, West
Africans and Italians.”
As Reed contemplates his future,
he is sure of one thing: “I would
love to play the piano for as long
as I can. I want to keep writing music and making music available to
people who might be interested in
my work. There are so many directions to go in music. I don’t need
another hobby. I get turned on by
hearing a band from Peru or East
L.A. I tell myself, ‘Oh my god,
what is that. I gotta steal some of
that,’” chuckles Reed.
This is the drive he holds that propels him to appreciate the music of
other artists and to produce his own
new scores. It is the trusted teaching
role he holds to lead students to do
the same. And it is the gift he gives
that graces all with his music. n

Water is a vital resource. It covers more
than 70 percent of the
Earth’s surface and is
around us whether in
the form of liquid,
solid or gas. Humans
can only live about
three days without it.
Because water is so
crucial for survival, the
control of water has
sparked many a conflict. Such is the case
with the city of Claremont, which is in a
contested legal battle
with Golden State Water Company over
which entity should
supply water to Claremont. On one hand,
Claremont city officials want to partner
with La Verne to provide its residents and
businesses with water
at a cheaper cost. On
the other, Golden State Water Company officials say La
Verne is unfit as an operator to run Claremont’s water system, claiming La Verne’s water at one time exceeded allowed lead levels, and that their company is best situated
to serve Claremont’s residents.
In the 1800s, this water war might be solved with violence. These days, the fight takes place in a court of law.
Harsh, “fighting words” have been thrown La Verne’s way
by Golden State Water Co. La Verne has refuted these
claims, but in the court of law, as in the old West, only one
party is going to come out victorious. “Water continues to
be an important issue. Water gets into everything. That’s the
power of water in this case,” says Al Clark, professor of humanities, who has dedicated more than 40 years to learning and educating people about the importance of water.
For two decades, he has worked on his book “Water, Watershed, and Warming,” but says he has only scratched the
surface of the deep history of water in Southern California.
In his cramped office on the third floor of the Wilson Li-
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brary, Clark is surrounded by his research and reminders of
the importance of water. “Everything – all of these drawers,
all of the stuff on the floors – are notes and copies of articles
about water,” he says. “It has become one of those things
that you can’t seem to finish no matter what.” Clark knows
how important water is, and as he watches the battle over
water break out in the city he lives in, Claremont, he cannot
help but remember the true value of water.
Fighting for Claremont’s water system
Claremont wants to separate from Golden State Water
mainly for cost reasons, but local control is also factored in.
However, the battle for the Claremont water system is not a
new one. Breakaway talks began as early as 2006 when the
water company proposed an increase in the region’s water
prices, according to the Claremont Courier. Claremont’s
water system includes more than 11,000 connections and
serves more than 35,000 people in Claremont and the unincorporated northern Claremont areas of Los Angeles

ABOVE: Brian Bowcock,
secretary of the Three Valleys
Municipal Water District
Board of Directors, has
logged more than 40 years in
the water industry. “I was
the one who cemented the
pipes for the water. I would
lay on a sled that had a rope
attached to it, so the guys
could pull me out, and I had
a bucket of paint in my
hands. I would go 40 to 80
feet down these small tunnels, and when I finished,
the guys would pull me out
of there so fast. They would
make bets on how fast they
could pull me out.”

FAR RIGHT: Al Clark,
professor of humanities,
has dedicated more than
40 years to scholarly study
of water and, in turn,
educating people about
the deep history of water
in Southern California. The
city fountain in Mainiero
Square on the southwest
corner of Third and D
streets is often used as a
central point for city
events. Mainiero Square
is named after the late
University of La Verne
education professor
John “Skip” Mainiero.

1 KAR Laboratories’
drinking water test kit
contains four tubes to
collect samples from a
single water source. The
environmental lab is
located in Kalamazoo,
Michigan and provides
people with a choice of
different quality tests.

County. Golden State Water Company, Claremont’s water
provider for more than 80 years, is a for-profit corporation
listed in the New York Stock Exchange as American States
Water Company. In January 2017, its share price averaged
$45. Even though it is headquartered in San Dimas, it is a
big name in the water industry as it serves water to more
than 76 communities in California. Golden State Water
Company categorizes Claremont’s water system in Region
III, which includes areas in Los Angeles, San Bernardino,
Imperial and Orange counties. Instead of having individual
rates for cities, Golden State Water Company sets a standard rate for regions, meaning Claremont residents are subsidized for repairs and infrastructure improvement for cities
nowhere near them, such as Barstow and Apple Valley—areas also served by the company. “I think that the question of
local control is always a serious issue, and if you have a
good city government then I think it’s in your best interest to
control all of your stuff – the water, the electricity, the trash,
the roads, everything,” Clark says. “Most cities, particularly
in Los Angeles County, have control over their own water.
Local control in our day and age is probably a good thing.”
Brian Bowcock, Three Valleys Municipal Water District
board of directors representative for the cities of La Verne
and Claremont, has being working in the water industry for
more than 56 years. As an elected official, he has represented the two cities on the Board since 2003 and notes the
difference in water prices for the two cities. “I live in La
Verne and compared to what Claremont is paying for water
right now, their bill is over two times what I’m paying for
my water,” Bowcock says. “In La Verne, I get other services
and maintenance, but in Claremont, it’s just water.” La
Verne residents are given sewage services, garbage pick-up
and paramedic service, he says. Bowcock has lived in La
Verne since 1978 and has been drinking the water since.
“About the water quality in La Verne: I drink it, my grand-

children drink it, my great grandchildren drink it,” he says.
“There is no issue with La Verne’s water.”
When compared to other nearby cities, Claremont residents pay about 27 percent more than Glendora residents
and about 62 percent more than Upland residents, according to the Rose Institute of State and Local Government.
They pay twice as much as La Verne residents.
According to Golden State Water, the bi-monthly charge
for a one-inch meter for a La Verne resident is $36.40 while
Golden State Water customers, such as those living in
Claremont, pay $77.20. That is a starting charge, as the actual water costs layer on top of the meter fee. With the fees
combined, 82 percent of Claremont customers pay between $134 and $159 a month. “Certainly the price is the
No. 1 issue, but I think there’s a feeling in many cities, not
only Claremont, that you want to control your destiny,
whether it be the police or fire,” Clark says. “There’s a lot of
dispute and discussion along the Los Angeles basin about
whether the city or county should own things. This is the
one major area that Claremont did not own, and there’s a
real feeling of wanting local ownership rather than having a
company no matter how operative it is.”
La Verne joins with Claremont
In February 2014, the Claremont City Council and the La
Verne City Council approved a Memorandum of Understanding with a vote of 4-0. The agreement allowed Claremont to evaluate whether La Verne’s water department was
a viable choice as its water system operator. Later that year,
Claremont proposed a ballot measure called “Measure W”
for its resident voters: the city would authorize a revenue
bond up to $135 million to purchase Claremont’s water system from Golden State Water Company. City officials said
the bond would be repaid from lowered water rates. Claremont voters approved the bond by more than 70 percent in

November 2014. “There are many advantages and disadvantages to it,” Clark says. “So far, we’ve only had
one question, and that is whether we were willing to
pay to buy the system, and I did vote ‘yes,’ to support
it.” Claremont city officials first tried to negotiate a
trade for the water system but were denied every time
by Golden State. In October 2014, the company finally proposed a value: a whopping $222 million –
much more than Claremont had originally valued its
water system. In early June 2016, the city of Claremont
and Golden State Water Company went to court to settle the dispute.
The city of La Verne was dragged into the conflict
when Golden State Water Company’s attorney George
Soneff fired a shot at La Verne, saying La Verne was unfit to operate its own water system as well as Claremont’s because the lead in La Verne’s water exceeds
the maximum contamination level set by the United
States Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA).
According to the U.S. EPA’s lead and copper rule, no
more than 15 parts per billion per liter in more than 10
percent of sampled customers’ taps is allowed for water to be considered safe for drinking. Should lead levels exceed the permitted amount, the public must be informed about steps to protect their health. Golden State
Water said on two occasions that La Verne’s water had exceeded that level at 15 parts per billion in 2009 and 28
parts per billion in 2012, according to the Claremont
Courier. This court punch by Golden State Water compelled
La Verne Mayor Don Kendrick to fire back a heated response to Golden State officials. “Over the course of the last
year, we have been forced into participating in legal proceedings regarding Claremont’s desire to acquire the Claremont water system,” Kendrick says in his open letter to
Denise Kruger, Golden State Water’s senior vice president of

LA VERNE’S WATER: Is it Safe?
1

A

fter hearing about the possibility that La Verne’s water is contaminated with lead, I could not help but
wonder: how safe is La Verne’s drinking water? Determined for answers, I decided to find out for myself. First,
I needed to find a reliable and trusted method to test the
water. My research led me to use KAR Laboratories’
“H2OAssure” drinking water test kit. KAR Laboratories is a
U.S. EPA-certified environmental lab located in Kalamazoo,
Michigan, which specializes in tests and analyses including
water, acids and air toxins. The kit was purchased through
the lab’s website and was shipped to me in three days.
Everything I needed was in the kit – instructions, three plastic test tubes and even a return shipping envelope.
My photographer and I discussed possible testing locations around La Verne and eventually settled on the water
fountain in Leo Park on the corner of Arrow Highway and D
Street. Before collecting samples, I let the water run for five
minutes to flush the water of any possible contaminants.

regulated utilities. “The City of La Verne has attempted to remain neutral in this matter. We support Claremont’s efforts
and will assist them should they be successful, yet we recognize that your company provides water service to approximately 800 customers within the city of La Verne. That
being said, the Council and I are extremely troubled by the
statements and mischaracterizations that have been used by
you and your attorneys as to our water system operations.”
La Verne water sources
The drinking water running through La Verne’s aging 1900
era pipes is actually a blend of groundwater and imported
water from outside the area. The groundwater is obtained
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Then, I slowly filled the three tubes with water. After tightly
sealing the caps, I carefully placed the tubes in a plastic
bag and then sealed them in the return shipping envelope.
What would the results say about La Verne’s water? In a
week, I received an email from KAR Laboratories with the
water test results. The kit included 90 tests, everything
from the least harmful minerals to dangerous chemicals.
The analysis featured the name of the test, the result and
the initials of the analyst. “If you have one that has maximum contaminant levels, you look at your results and
look at the level. For instance, for nitrates, you can go up
to 10 milligrams per liter. Anything over that is unsafe. If
it’s not, then you know it’s safe,” says Sandy Mertz, KAR
Laboratories representative. For the record, La Verne’s nitrate level is safe, at 5.3 milligrams per liter. The maximum allowable limit is 10 milligrams per liter, according
to the KAR Laboratories test.
But what I – and probably most people – am most
(Continued on Page 18)
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After running the
drinking fountain for five
minutes, La Verne
Magazine writer Emily Lau
fills the three tubes with
water. The public fountain
is located in Leo Park, next
to the railroad tracks and
new parking structure at
the University of La Verne.
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Carefully closing the
final tube, La Verne Magazine writer Emily Lau makes
sure the cap is sealed tightly
(without setting down or
touching the inside of the
red cap). The tube contains
nutrients users must protect
from contamination.

from eight municipal wells, but the city receives most of its
water from the Three Valleys Municipal Water District, a
member agency of the Metropolitan Water District of
Southern California. Three Valleys receives water from the
Colorado River and State Water Project in its two main
treatment plants: the Weymouth Plant in La Verne and the
Miramar Plant in Claremont. But while the ornate, templelike Weymouth plant is squarely in La Verne’s city limits on
Wheeler Avenue, none of its processed water goes to La
Verne’s residents. That water is sent west to neighboring
communities. The Weymouth Plant is located closer to La
Verne, but the city actually receives about 72 percent of its
water supply from Three Valleys’ imported water from the
Miramar Plant. Richard Hansen, general manager and chief
engineer for Three Valleys, has been overseeing the treatment plants since 1981. “We’re testing our water daily, and
sometimes multiple times during the day depending on
what we’re testing for,” Hansen says. “We also have a continuous online monitoring, which gives us an indication as
to whether or not we have any problems in the system. It’s
not 100 percent foolproof or maybe a calibration needs to
be checked occasionally, but we do have this system that
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we’re constantly monitoring the water for chlorine and
pH.” Water enters the plant and is then treated with chemicals in a process called flash mixing. After being mixed
with the chemicals, any large particles such as dirt, algae
and organic matter in the water will clump together to
form flocs, which will sink to the bottom of a sedimentation basin to be removed. From the sedimentation basin,
the water goes into dual media filters of sand and anthracite before being held in reservoirs in Diamond Valley
Lake and Lake Matthews to be distributed to Three Valleys’
primary customers, La Verne and Claremont. “We’re either
adding chlorine or ammonia called chloramine as a disinfectant along the way,” Hansen says.
Lead in drinking water
Lead can enter the drinking water system in a multitude of
ways, according to the U.S. EPA. Some lead contamination
comes from the direct water source, but usually it is the result of pipe corrosion in service and home plumbing. The
U.S. EPA also states about 20 percent of a person’s total exposure to lead comes from her drinking water. In early August, Golden State Water provided court evidence showing
La Verne’s water exceeded the maximum contaminant level
for lead, with 15 parts per billion in 2009 and 28 parts per
billion in 2012. “While we respect Golden State’s desire to
do what it can to protect its assets, we find these deleterious
tactics and statements that our operations are inferior and
injurious to our residents are far beyond acceptable and
certainly not something befitting a service provider of our
community,” Kendrick says in his letter. “These attacks are
creating an acrimonious environment that can only be disruptive to the customers and residents we both serve.”
In response to the Inland Valley Bulletin article titled,
“Golden State blasts La Verne’s water quality record, citing
lead and E. coli contamination,” La Verne stated on its website that the city found higher than normal lead levels in a
few residential locations in 2012, but it did not affect the
water system as a whole. It also addressed the E. coli contamination claim, stating that fewer than 200 residents were
affected, and that the issue was resolved quickly.
The city of La Verne routinely conducts water quality test
at residential locations, taking more than 50 samples a
(La Verne’s Water: Is it safe? Continued From Page 17
concerned about is the lead level. Does La Verne’s water
exceed the allowed amount? The maximum contaminant
level for lead in water is 0.015 milligrams per liter. The results show less than 0.001 milligrams per liter was found.
“Results with a less than sign in it means ‘none found,’”
Mertz says. While the water did not contain traces of lead,
there were some tests that showed higher amounts than average. The sample tested 54.1 milligrams per liter of sodium
while the maximum contaminant level is 20 milligrams per
liter. According to the analysis, sodium is a common ion
found in water, and water softeners often increase the
amount. This is no shock, though, as La Verne’s water was
also classified as “hard” in the hardness test. According to
the analysis, water that tests 7.1-10.5 grains per gallon is
considered hard water; La Verne’s water came back as 9.2

week, Bowcock says. City officials contact the residents of
the house for permission before sampling the water from
the faucets. If the water tests positive for any pollutants, the
city works to solve it right away. Bowcock says La Verne
may have had one well tested positive for lead in the past,
but the city notified the residents in the affected area and resolved the issue. “That’s the biggest joke I’ve ever heard. In
a water system, you’ll get a plume of bad water; it still won’t
be that bad,” he says. “They had one of the wells in La
Verne with high nitrates, but they fixed it right away.”
Three Valleys Water does not come from local wells. It is
filtered through the Grand Canyon, and water officials certify it is safe. According to Three Valleys’ 2015 water quality
report, no lead was detected in its treated imported water.
“It can happen anywhere in anybody’s system, and generally what it is, it’s the older homes and older plumbing that
might have lead pipe, joints and solders, and some of that
can leach out,” Hansen says. “When you test it, and you
find lead, you know there’s an issue that needs to be dealt
with. My understanding is as soon as La Verne became
aware with it, it was dealt with immediately.”
Lead contamination is serious business; lead may not be
visible in water, but it can be a silent killer. Drinking water
with high levels of lead has many dangerous health effects,
especially for young children because they can be affected
by an amount that may be considered insignificant to
adults. Children who are exposed to low levels of lead have
experienced learning disabilities, shorter statures, impaired
hearing and damaged nervous and circulatory systems.
Adults can suffer from reproductive problems and decreased kidney and cardiovascular functions.
Taking it to court
After a five-week battle in court, both sides finally rested
their cases on July 15. Judge Richard Fruin of the Los Angeles Superior Court called for additional trial hearings and allowed each side to make its closing statements. The closing
statements concluded in early September, which gave Fruin
90 days to make a decision. Those 90 days were finally up
on Nov. 10. Golden State Water emerged as the victor after
Fruin issued a tentative decision in favor of the company. A
final decision was issued Dec. 9, 2016, which came definigrains per gallon. Of course, those who find their faucets
and galvanized pipes scaling up already know this fact.
The other tests, including bacteria, iron, copper, chloride
and sulfate, returned with acceptable amounts. The KAR
Laboratories test collaborates very closely with the published city of La Verne annual water test results. According
to the 2015 water quality report, residential taps did not
have any traces of contaminants such as bacteria and copper. No organic chemicals were detected, and inorganic
chemicals such as nitrates and fluoride fell within the maximum contaminant levels.
With these self-test results, it is safe to say that La Verne’s
water does not currently have high levels of lead and is suitable for me to drink—maybe even straight from the public
drinking fountain. “All I can say is the water is safe for the
tests we run,” Mertz says. n

tively in Golden State’s favor when the judge issued a 41page decision that refuted every claim made by Claremont.
Judge Fruin wrote, “La Verne is not as qualified as Golden
State to maintain the safety and reliability of water provided
in the Claremont service area … Golden State is the superior operator of the Claremont water system compared to La
Verne with respect to water quality, safety and reliability.
This is true, even apart from La Verne’s recent test and reporting discrepancies, because Golden State has greater expertize [sic] in water management, familiarity with the
Claremont water system and provides continuing training to
its personnel on water quality issues.” The ruling is a teeth
grinding setback for Claremont, which has looked into the
idea of taking over the water system for decades.
La Verne Magazine reached out to the city of Claremont
and city of La Verne City Council members, but was told
the Council members are unable to answer questions due
to the continuing litigation of the water system purchase.
“We are extremely disappointed in the court’s tentative decision,” Claremont Mayor Sam Pedroza said in a November
press release. The Claremont City Council will meet in January 2017 to consider a possible appeal. n
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When the tubes are
filled, La Verne Magazine
writer Emily Lau places
them in the plastic bag
provided with the kit. The
tubes are then mailed
back to KAR Laboratories
for analysis.

GOLFING

DEER

Marshall Canyon Golf Course is a deer haven
BY CELENE VARGAS PHOTOGRAPHY BY MEGAN PERALEZ DESIGN BY HEATHER SEMAN

BELOW: It is common for
golfers to walk amongst
deer grazing throughout
Marshall Canyon Golf
Course. Golfers often
encourage the deer to move
to another grazing area in
order to play their round.

G

olf balls, golf clubs, golf carts – and deer? That is
right. At Marshall Canyon Golf Course, deer are a
big part of the golfing experience. “It’s like their
home,” Golf Pro and manager Kenny Murray says. “They
come down and do their thing here.” Murray has been a
golf pro at Marshall Canyon for about 10 years, but has
been golfing here since he was a child. He says he remembers the deer always being there while he was growing up.
“Everybody is pretty cool with them. It’s a beautiful place.”
For those who are not regular golfers, deer at a golf

course may seem unusual. However, Jeff
Burkhart, professor of
biology at the University of La Verne, suggests this may not be
so out of the ordinary.
“Golf courses are
great areas to see
them in. There’s scattered trees, there’s
places for them to
hide, there’s food;
they’re protected from
predators. So it’s not
atypical to see them
in golf courses.” According to Burkhart,
the deer are black
tails, a sub-species of
the mule deer. They
are native to the western half of the United
States and their region
extends all the way up
to the western side of Canada. “They tend to mostly live or
be active in areas where you have an overlap between
forests and open areas.” Burkhart says the chaparral around
Marshall Canyon is a good place for them, but he thinks
they probably spend more time down at the course because it has been so dry, and golf courses are watered; the
vegetation around them that is not grass tends to be more
luxuriant, meaning there is better food.
The deer’s main predator would be a mountain lion. “If
another animal finds a fawn, they might be able to kill it if
they want to kill it, but there’s no other animal besides humans, and, you know, there’s deer season,” Burkhart says.
One time Murray had someone who had seen the deer ask
him whether they could hunt them. “I had this one guy
who asked, ‘Can we hunt up here?’ Really? No, man, it’s illegal.” Despite mountain lions being the main predator,

there have been cases where other animals have interacted
with the deer, like when Pro Shop Manager Dustin Miller
saw a bear chasing a deer a few years ago. There have
been funny cases as well. Seth Miller, an employee at the
Pro Shop, once saw a coyote being chased by a herd of
deer. “I guess the coyote was trying to mess with the kids,
and the deer ganged up on him and chased him,” he says.
Deer are such a cherished part of Marshall Canyon that
the golf course emblem is of a buck. Newcomers, children
and even long-time members enjoy having them around.
For Damian Clark, a regular at Marshall Canyon Golf
Course, this could not be more true. “There are days when
you come up and, oh, there are three or four of them, and
then there are six. Then you really stop and look and see
them all over the place. They are just amazing. The babies
today were all under the shade trees. It’s just so peaceful
and enjoyable to see them.” The best time to see the deer
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is during the early morning and late afternoon. Burkhart
says the deer usually sleep during the day and at night.
What separates these deer from the white tail deer of the
eastern part of the United States, he says, are the way they
move. “You can tell the difference by how they run. Our
deer here hop; it’s like a bouncy ball. They bounce along.
The white tail deer has a rocking horse kind of gallop. You
see the two of them moving; they’re very distinctive.” Another mark of distinction are the antlers. Typically the
antlers of the black tail deer tend to fork evenly. For the
white tail deer, the antlers point forward. But if one is looking at a Marshall Canyon deer named “Marshall,” then one
of his antlers points down, curving in front of his face, and
it never falls off. Marshall is the resident favorite, oddball
deer—the one everyone references when asked about the
animals. “Marshall the Deer, that’s my favorite deer,” says
Eddie Ottaway from Upland. Ottaway has been coming to

ABOVE: Kenny Murray,
Marshall Canyon Golf
Course manager and golf
professional, says the golf
course is the deer’s home.
Many of the deer tend to
gather in the trees near
Hole 4 where they find
shade from the relentless
California sun.

this golf course regularly for the past year. “Part of the reason I come to this course is the wildlife here. They’re very
majestic animals.” Burkhart says abnormal antler growth,
like on “Marshall,” is pretty common. He says when the
antler grows, it is soft and delicate, and an injury could
have caused the abnormal growth, or it could be a genetic
defect, like multi-branch antlers. Typically, the deer lose
their antlers during the winter after mating season when
they fight other bucks for does, and they regrow them in
the spring. Except, of course, for Marshall.
Murray has played at Sierra La Verne, a nearby private
golf course, and says he has never seen a deer there. “This
is more convenient for them because they’ve got the
canyon right here. Sierra La Verne is more residential.”
Murray says at Marshall Canyon, they try not to interfere
with the deer since he feels the golf course is part of their
habitat. This sentiment extends to protocol for when they
come across injured deer. “You see a lot of injured deer up
here. It’s nature. There are a lot of coyotes, mountain lions,
bob cats. I saw two bob cats the other day with a baby; it
was kind of cool.”
Having deer in their golf course is not always fun and
games. In October, they found a deer with an arrow in its
neck, the victim of an illegal hunt, and called the Humane
Society and police. “The Humane Society came, but said

RIGHT: The average adult
male black tail, a subspecies of the mule deer,
weighs 200 pounds. Males
regrow antlers immediately
after they shed ones from
the prior year. As the antler
grows, it bifurcates or
branches out from a
single stem. The new
antlers progressively
grow larger each year.
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they couldn’t do anything,” says Golf Pro Bruce Thompson.
“The next day, I saw him, and he was walking around with
the arrow in him, but I haven’t seen him since. I’m thinking
he died. Somebody shot Bambi.” Bambi, in this case, was
actually a buck. Murray adds that he has not seen something like that in 10 years.
Those who work at the golf course have seen carcasses
though. Maintenance workers like Rigoberto Alvarado deal
with that first hand early in the morning. He says he disposes of them in the canyon to let nature run its course before the public arrives. “People don’t see that,” Alvarado
says, but he adds that some players have come across carcasses. On this course, that is part of nature, and besides
that, the deer seem to be just fine where they are. “If they
get hit by a golf ball, it happens,” Murray says. Players will
sometimes try to herd the deer away by approaching them.
Most of the time, they just play around the deer. There are
no official rules with how to deal with the animals. But
Murray’s five unwritten rules are “don’t touch them, don’t
try to pet them, don’t hit them, don’t kill them, and don’t
take them home”—five great rules for a round of golf at a
course where the deer experience is part of making par.
“This place really is like a sanctuary,” says Nils Sundberg,
a golfing regular for the past four years, while watching
three deer graze from a distance. n
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itting at her desk in front of the wellspoken antique gift shop called Heart
of the Village, Barbara Vincent
watches the boisterous construction on
Bonita Avenue with some hesitation for the
future of her business. “I think this is going
to change San Dimas all together. I am just
not sure if it is going to change for the good
or for the bad,” Vincent says while gazing at
the boardwalk being removed from the
front of her store. Surrounded by antique
purses, jewelry and stacks of cowboy hats,
her store pays homage to the Great American West, much like the theme of San Dimas. For 13 years, Vincent and her friends
have watched guests come and go, but the
San Dimas western attractions and events
have endured. Now, the San Dimas western
theme is slowly but surely transitioning.
From wooden sidewalks, “pony express”
hitching posts and western facades, Bonita
Avenue through the old downtown is gaining new building fronts and modern sidewalks. Gone is the overt western themed
street look. With change comes questions.
Some business owners wonder whether too
much change is a good thing.
San Dimas’ themed western attractions
have brought people to Bonita Avenue for
more than 30 years. However, some businesses have complained about a foot traffic
decline to the San Dimas Chamber of Commerce. Mirroring the issues of the 1970s,
which originally brought on the western
theme in 2012, the city once again questioned its business future as linked to the
western motif. In response, the San Dimas
City Council gained redevelopment funds
and began to retrofit some downtown buildings to their original non-western themed
look. With $225,000 in hand, the first buildings to receive conversion included Bonita
Antiques and Computer Village. It followed
that the themed boardwalk sidewalks were
converted to cement. “The Western theme,
wooden sidewalks and wooden facades

too high” says Tony Salehpour,
general manager of Computer Village. “I do not recall any recent
accidents caused by the sidewalks;
however, they needed to be removed for the safety of guests.” So,
after years of complaints, the city
finally started construction to remove the boardwalk in spring
2016. The city funded the conversion of the wooden boardwalks to
cement. Bonita Avenue store owners knew more changes were to
come and some worried about
their loss of store identity. “They
are changing everything—streets,
plants and buildings,” Vincent says.
The City Council members,
however, feel that they made the
right decision in removing the
western boardwalk. “Yes, there are
those who don’t agree; they feel
we lost our unique identity,” Duran
says. “We are hopeful when all the
improvements are complete, people will see how attractive it is.
They may still miss the western
look, but the new look is refreshing and attractive.”

ABOVE: Construction
worker Scott Hemming
builds forms to pour
concrete for the new
sidewalks. The cement
sidewalks replace the
1970 era boardwalks and
symbolize a thematic
change for the city
of San Dimas.

were implemented back in the mid-1970s to provide a
unique character to the downtown. Over the years, the
wood became increasingly more difficult to maintain,”
says Ken Duran, San Dimas assistant city manager.
If city officials were hesitant at first in their decision to
replace the wooden facades, they were emboldened
when they found the buildings’ original state looked better than the western themed appearance. “It was decided
then to move to restoring the look to its original era—
early California, not western,” Duran says.
For years, some vendors have been asking the city to remove the wooden boardwalk for safety reasons. “The
boardwalk was definitely a liability, and maintenance was
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San Dimas’ Western Theme
While San Dimas gained some
fame for being one of the few
western-themed California towns,
contrary to beliefs, San Dimas has
a different historical background.
“San Dimas was known as a citrus
town, not a western town,” Susan
Davis, archivist for the San Dimas
Historical Society says. She recounts that four decades ago, a
student from the University of La
Verne interned for the city of San
Dimas. With streets full of antique
and serve shops, business was not
as booming as the vendors wished. During a San Dimas
Chamber of Commerce meeting where business leadership was discussing ways to improve their businesses, the
La Verne student pitched an idea that had far reaching impact. The student’s idea was to put on a western theme in
the downtown area to attract more customers. This new
theme also brought western themed traditions, including
the San Dimas Western Art Show, Western Days and the
San Dimas Rodeo. For years, the gimmick worked, attracting more and more guests to the eccentric small town.
Downtown San Dimas was transformed to the San Dimas
Frontier Village. Sporting this new name, the city upped its
theme by constructing a new old town look. Wooden

facades were placed on the Bonita Avenue stores, and the
city installed wooden sidewalks, along with horse hitching
posts. The frontier attractions seemed to keep customers
coming back to town at various times of the year. The first
attraction brought to San Dimas was the Western Art Exhibition and Sale. In 1977, the San Dimas Chamber of Commerce and the American Indian and Cowboy Artist Society
(AICA) sponsored the first Western Art Exhibition. Members of the AICA and local artists created pieces to sell and
to be judged. The art exhibition is still continuing today;
nevertheless, its total western theme was dropped in the
1990s. "To learn more about the cowboy and Indian culture, San Dimas continued its partnership with the AICA
but added more attractions," Davis says.
Also famous was the San Dimas Western Days. Annually
staged in October by the Chamber of Commerce, it offered
a weekend of western fun for the whole family. This event
included western food, music and performances. Present,
too, were art and other vendors selling their items. For the
shops on Bonita Avenue, this weekend made a difference.
A weekend of guests provided foot traffic and business.
"Western Days really made a difference to our antique
shop," Vincent says. Due to the reconstruction of the sidewalks, the event was cancelled this year. Vincent, whose
shop reflects the western theme, says she notices a negative effect, perhaps compounded by the continuing Bonita
Avenue construction. “With
the construction this year, it
wasn’t practical to have the
parade so we chose to suspend Western Days this year.
This also gives us a chance
to re-evaluate the event and
activities,” Duran says. “No
decisions have been made
yet for next year. It may be
the same old Western Days
or some other community
celebration.”
Some of the vendors and
residents of San Dimas feel
the changes coming to their
beloved city. Some are excited for the changes, while
others are curious as to the
eventual outcome. Vincent,
for one, loved San Dimas
the way it was, and applauded the small town’s
theme for keeping her business running. “I loved the
town the way it was, and
now it is going to be like
every other town in America,” she says. The changes
have already affected foot
traffic by closing the sidewalks on her side of the
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street and further made parking more difficult than it already was. Some businesses have resorted to “crazy sales”
to attract more guests, she says. The removal of the sidewalks also affected Computer Village. “Because we are a
computer shop, we do not have that much foot traffic,”
Salehpour says. “Now that the sidewalks are under construction, not a lot of people stop at our store and walk
along the boardwalk.”
Some members of the San Dimas Historical Society feel
that the change is good, but the city should also focus on
other pressing issues such as the lack of parking. And
while some business owners were not in agreement with
the removal of western building facades, Davis supports
the return to an original look and admires the modern
beauty of the stores. She also says that the removal of San
Dimas’ western theme does not determine the flow of
business for the struggling store owners on Bonita Avenue.
“The Chamber of Commerce had a consensus with the
city that the western theme had run its course,” Davis says.
“For years, the stores of Bonita tried to do different things
to encourage business, and I feel removing the western
theme will not make a negative difference.” Both Duran
and Davis are confident that the changes will improve the
city. “We are reverting the city to its original state,” Duran
says. “However, we are going to continue practicing,
recognizing and preserving our city’s history. n

PAGE 23: Replacement of
the San Dimas boardwalks
requires closing the
sidewalks for safety. Some
store owners say
construction has reduced
the number of customers
who come into their stores.
The project continues into
the 2017 winter months on
Bonita Avenue between
South San Dimas and South
Monte Vista avenues.
BELOW: Tony Salehpour,
general manager of
Computer Village, owned by
parent company Computer
Concepts, Inc., says the
ongoing demolition of the
boardwalks and
construction of the new
cement sidewalks has
decreased customer traffic
to his store located on
Bonita Avenue in downtown San Dimas.

BY VANESSA OCEGUERA

ABOVE: Zandra Wagoner,
University of La Verne
interfaith chaplain and
member of the Inland
Valley Interfaith Network,
shows her support of peace
between all religious and
non-religious groups on
Foothill Boulevard near
Towne Avenue during the
annual Interfaith Peace
Walk in Pomona, Oct 16.
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niversity of La Verne Chaplain Zandra Wagoner sits
in her office inside the interfaith chapel, facing her
bookshelf of religious literacy books by Stephen
Prothero and Susan Thistlethwaite, her spiritual leaders. She
sits with a small group of students surrounding her; they are
the Interfaith Fellows, her team of student interfaith leaders
who join forces to bring religious pluralism to campus. The
leaders are engrossed in the plans for an interfaith cooperation lecture they will teach. They lead this lecture every
year, but this year is different. The 2016 presidential election
votes were just counted. The group is talking about a campus response, following one of the most divisive elections in
history. The campus community is deeply affected by the
election results, and many look to Zandra to reunite the
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community and to offer support. This year, the interfaith lecture will act as a reminder of bridge-building, offering insight on engaging with others respectfully, despite differences in beliefs. Another student walks in. He is here to
pick up candles for a peaceful protest in the evening. Then
the phone rings. This is a typical day for Zandra. She fills
multiple roles on campus as a professor, a chaplain, and,
most of all, a peacemaker.
Growing up in the La Verne Church of the Brethren, Zandra felt a deep connection to her faith that led her to
Bethany Theological Seminary to become an ordained minister in her Christian denomination. Yet, right from her career start, she faced adversity. At Bethany, Zandra developed a liberal feminist theology that contradicted the
traditional Church of the Brethren way of thinking. “It was a
time to really explore all kinds of theological questions, and
it was in seminary school where I discovered things like
feminism and multiple lenses of feminist theology, womanist theology and African American theology. There was lesbian feminist theology and mujerista feminist theology—all
these wonderful different voices of women doing really important theological work,” Zandra says. Seminary school
was a great time of community. She lived and studied together with the other students in graduate housing. Zandra
was able to explore theological and faith questions not only
in the classroom but amongst friends at dinner. She had a
particular group of friends who cooked for one another five
days a week. Each day, they would go to the other person’s
apartment and share a meal and engage in conversation.
Bethany was connected to nine other seminaries in the
Chicago area, so Zandra was able to take classes at other
seminaries. She studied with “some amazing rock stars in
the feminist theology world” like Rosemary Radford
Ruether and Susan Thistlethwaite. “I am most grateful for
them opening up a world [where] theology always has a
perspective attached to it. They opened me up to theologies
that came out of struggle and discrimination, and they
helped me understand the dynamics of power and privilege. These were voices of justice and love in a way that
was quite hopeful and empowering. They gave me a voice.”
hen it came time to receive her ordination
and begin to minister in a church, it took her
almost two years to finally be approved. “My
ordination in the Church of the Brethren was very controversial because of my liberal theology,” Zandra says. “And
in part because it was a feminist liberalist theology, there
were accusations that I was lesbian. Which I was, but I
wasn’t out. But because I was seen as feminist, I was also
being accused of that.”

W

Zandra finally received her ordination in 1994 and first
earned a college chaplain position at McPherson College in
Kansas, a higher education institution affiliated with the
Church of the Brethren. Throughout her career, her position
as a minister was controversial. The Church of the Brethren,
a Christian peace church denomination, was birthed at the
start of the 18th century in Schwarzenau, Germany, and has
a strong reputation for being on the conservative side of
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer (LGBTQ)
rights, says Randy Miller, former editor of the Church of the
Brethren Messenger, the Church’s official national magazine. Within the denomination, acceptance on same-sex
marriage varies by church, because the denomination does
not have a formal creed besides the New Testament. The
Bible is open to individual interpretation by each church.
his freedom has led to some conflict and turmoil
within the denomination. The La Verne Church of
the Brethren falls on the more liberal side of the
spectrum. Yet, issues of sexual orientation and gender identity remain in debate among the national Church of the
Brethren religious leaders. “Instead of building bridges, they
are erecting walls,” Randy says. He is a member of the La
Verne Church where Zandra also attends as a member on
Sunday mornings. Randy, who left his Church of the
Brethren editor position February 2016, says he appreciates
the progressive stance the La Verne Church of the Brethren
takes on issues of equality.
Zandra continued her work as McPherson College chaplain for three years. Then, she came to a life turning point.
She hid her homosexuality in the past to gain the right to
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lead others in worship, but she no longer wanted to hide a
part of her identity—even if that meant losing her ordination. An ordination is similar to a license in the sense that it
can be taken away if church leaders see fit. “As I was wanting to become more open about being lesbian, [then] I really couldn’t rely on the Church to hold the keys of my
livelihood,” Zandra says. She stopped practicing ministry
but kept her ordination. Bringing with her all she had
learned about faith and freedom of identity, she went back
to school to earn her Ph.D. in religion so that she could
teach and not feel so trapped by the Church and the way it
controls her ordination. She graduated from Claremont
Graduate University in 2005.
Fast forward to the present: Zandra has been the interfaith
chaplain at the University of La Verne for six years, all the
while teaching religion classes in the Religion and Philosophy Department. Her total time at the University is 15
years, when counting teaching and general education administrative roles. “When you’re working for the co-curricular side, it’s no longer academic. It’s experiential. I had so
much to learn. My academic education hadn’t taught me
about interfaith work so I had to learn it on the job.” The
University students and the local interfaith community were
her teachers. She became a part of the interfaith community
by contributing to the local initiatives. She calls it “learning
by doing.” Zandra currently is involved in the Inland Valley
Interfaith Network, a collaboration between a number of local interfaith initiatives, and the Working Group for Middle
East Peace. In October, the interfaith group held its annual
Interfaith Peace Walk in Pomona. Included were a local
Muslim mosque, a Lutheran church and a Jewish temple.
he is grateful to the students who were here when
she became the chaplain in 2011. Firas Arodaki, an
alumnus, was one of the students on campus when
Zandra first entered the chaplain position. “He had already
started this amazing Muslim Student Association. It was one
of the most vibrant clubs on campus, and they were educating the campus about Islam and holding events that introduced the campus community to important rituals or cultural celebrations that helped us understand the meaning
behind it.” When Zandra and the students began discussing
starting an interfaith club, Firas was one of the first ones
who said he would like to help. “He left a legacy of truly
creating an interfaith community and of what a Muslim
community can be here on campus,” she says. Tiffany
Kovel, University alumna, was the first president of the interfaith club and Caleb Ulrich, University alumnus, created
the first Hilell Jewish Club. “This was super important because in interfaith work, you need to have communities of
people who identify with their religious traditions. So
[Caleb] helped set up a community for Jewish students, and
he then connected that to our interfaith work,” Zandra says.
Tahil Sharma, University alumnus, was also instrumental
in the evolving of an interfaith environment on campus.
“What Tahil brought was eastern traditions here. Because he
himself was religiously multiple, being both Sikh and
Hindu, he easily helped build our philosophy of interfaith
work, and he helped us with the building blocks of what in-
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LEFT: Leading as the bridge
between all religions and
belief systems, Zandra
Wagoner, Interfaith
Chaplain at the University of
La Verne, says the Chapel is
a place of meditation,
prayer and worship for all.

RIGHT: Zandra Wagoner,
University of La Verne
interfaith chaplain, grew
up in the La Verne Church
of the Brethren, located
on Bonita Avenue and
D Street. A quatrefoil
hangs on the Church
gate leading to the patio.
It is a symbol that
recognizes four evangelists
of the Bible: Matthew,
Mark, Luke and John.

terfaith work could look like on campus.” These are just
some of the students who have inspired Zandra throughout
her position as chaplain, and their mark on La Verne’s
campus has left a lasting legacy in the interfaith movement.
Zandra’s position at the University calls on her to bring
interfaith cooperation to campus. She strives to create an
environment inclusive of all religious and nonreligious
worldviews. Yet, she goes beyond religious tolerance to promote a culture of acceptance and respect for other people’s
beliefs. Interfaith cooperation, in her view, involves both dialogue between people who orient around religion differently, and service contributed to the community by people
working together for the common good. “Diversity is a fact
of our country; pluralism is an achievement,” Zandra says,
quoting Diana Eck, an influential religion scholar. “Interfaith
work to some degree is a fact that we are living in an interfaith context. We are interacting with one another seeking
to understand one another. It is not a dialogue to convince
anyone to change beliefs; it is meant to seek understanding
and to find cooperative ways to work together for the good
of one’s community. It is an active, very intentional relationship for the sake of the community.” Yes, there are unique
differences between the world’s religions. “Interfaith is not a
denying of differences. Those differences matter. It is a
choice to activate the shared values for our common good.”
hen it comes to her religion classes, Zandra is
not like the average professor. Instead of starting class with a pop quiz, she begins her lesson with a meditation exercise. “Zandra is most known for
her compassion and her sense of being,” Mariela Martinez,
senior political science major, says. “Being in her presence
gives you peace.” Mariela first took Zandra’s Introduction to
Religion class freshman year of college. “My perspective, as
a staunch Atheist, was that religion had no place. And it
was through her class and the Soul Journs [field trips], and
guest speakers in class from different religions, that I learned
about the different religions. And I also learned that a lot of
them have a lot to do with my own philosophy, my own
personal views. So it made me interfaith-y,” Mariela says
with a wide smile. Zandra’s class inspired her to be active
in the interfaith movement on campus. Mariela is now vice
president of Secular Student Alliance, a club meant to provide students with a place to engage in conversation about
secularism and Atheism. Mariela also works with Zandra as
an Interfaith Fellow doing high-level interfaith organizing.
Years after Tahil Sharma, La Verne alumnus, graduated, he
continues to work with Zandra on interfaith collaborations,
and Zandra’s influence on him remains a strong part of his
own interfaith activism. “Knowing Zandra has strengthened
my perspective on interfaith. When I had this understanding
of interfaith work, I never really had a sense of how to live it
on a daily basis,” Tahil says. Meeting Zandra and observing
how she is a chaplain who has learned to love other faith
traditions for their different unique values, while being able
to live as a strong Christian raised with Brethren roots, influenced Tahil to see interfaith cooperation as a part of his
own daily life. “Having a living breathing example of someone like her was what became my encouragement or my
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precursor to how I not only lived my life
as a Hindu and a Sikh, but also, more
importantly, how I lived my life being an
activist and helping others in need of a
similar voice. She’s brought me to dedicate myself to interfaith cooperation,” he
says. “Zandra believes in a world filled
with peace, a world filled with compassion for humans and animals alike. She
shows that energy that people need to
make sure that they never give up. She’s
always been the role model, that renewing light that people need when they are
in their darkest moments,” Tahil says
with admiration in his voice.
Zandra has also taught Tahil that people’s other identities play a role in their
religious or nonreligious orientations.
“When Zandra first told me that she had
a female partner, it was stupid of me to
assume that those who are ordained
were almost unanimously straight people. One of the biggest things I got to
discover was learning about other people who are religious, but happen to be
LGBTQ. It was something I never really
got to discuss because my circles of religion and interfaith work didn’t really
discuss that openly. She was the catalyst
for understanding how a lot of different
things that we may consider as antithetical to faith and spirituality actually play
a much larger role in strengthening
those identities,” Tahil says.
When the Orlando nightclub shooting
took place in June 2016, Tahil and Zandra agreed they needed to get the community together to show solidarity.
However, Tahil noticed that her usual
sense of bubbliness was really low that
day. “What had taken place in Orlando, where the LGBTQ
community was openly attacked by a man misled for whatever reasons, put her intersection as an interfaith activist
and as a lesbian at a weird crossroads.
t was something she lived as an interfaith leader.
And being a member of the LGBTQ community,
[these were] now neck and neck at each other
because of confusion, ignorance and misconception. That
kind of vulnerability is rare for her, but it shows why she
does the work that she does with students. It’s because she
doesn’t want to see students in pain, to suffer, or to go
through anything that would make them deterred from pursuing their dreams. Make no mistake that she is the backbone to a lot of students because she understands what it
means to go through injustice,” Tahil says.
Zandra’s ideal campus setting includes an interfaith presence that is so visible that a person immediately knows she
belongs, regardless of how she orients around religion. She

“I

wants students to know that it is OK to bring this part of
their identity inside and outside the classroom. “Bring your
full self,” Zandra says, passionately. She also strives toward
a campus that provides plenty of opportunities to learn
about each other’s traditions experientially. Says Zandra,
“It’s not just book learning, but getting to experience a Jewish Passover or having the opportunity to do a Buddhist
meditation or going to visit different communities—that we
are learning together, that we are sharing these different
worldviews together.”
he is excited to be bringing together the multicultural services and the interfaith services in the upcoming remodeling of Brandt Hall. “It will be an
amazing place to explore identities. We never want to explore religious identity in a vacuum. We need to look at religious identities in relation with other identities.” Zandra
hopes to see some vibrant student-led clubs. Her philosophy of interfaith work includes both faith-specific clubs for
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people who want to explore their own traditions and interfaith work, like Common Ground, an interfaith organization. “So we need a vibrant Hillel, an MSA [Muslim Student
Association], a secular student club, Christian clubs because those are the communities that we have a critical
mass of on campus,” she says. Zandra believes that some
campus clubs should house specific religions so that people
are practicing spiritual traditions. Then, when these groups
do interfaith work together, they can talk about their different identity locations. Out of this dialogue, they can begin
to work together to solve and address community issues.
Zandra says college is a learning laboratory for how to do
good interfaith work, and it is a relatively safe environment
for students to practice this work so that when they get out
in their careers, students who have had these experiences
on campus might feel comfortable knowing how to navigate complicated identities around religion. The newly developed University of La Verne interfaith minor is available
to students who want to study spiritual cooperation on a
much deeper level. Zandra expects the minor to provide a
broader appreciative knowledge of traditions and practical
classes like conflict resolution and non-violent communication. The minor will also give students the skills to cultivate
shared values and to find ways to use those shared values as
community assets for the sake of seeking peace. “Values
like compassion, love and kindness are often seen as shallow in our society, but what would it mean if our communities lived out of a place of compassion?” Zandra says. “That
word means ‘suffering with.’ So [when you recognize] that
there is suffering, then you act with compassion given that
suffering. These concepts can be understood in a shallow
way, but they have deep meanings within our philosophical
and religious traditions. I think if we are doing this interfaith
work well, we become a collective voice demanding that
these shared values have real meaning.”
Years have passed since Zandra’s initial struggles in her
career, and she is open to sharing her painful experiences
because they were a time of learning for her. Zandra has
dealt with deep struggles within the Church, but she is still
connected to the Church of the Brethren, and it remains a
part of her. She is a leader in a LGBTQ rights organization
within the Church called the Brethren Mennonite Council
for LGBT Interests. She travels frequently for conferences
and activism in the interfaith realm as a national leader.
talk about my struggles obtaining my ordination
due to deep theological differences in the Church
of the Brethren because it is a part of my story,
and it did alter my path and perspective in this world. It’s
something far in the past that does not hurt me today. Rather,
it stands as a very important part of my education about
things related to power, privilege and control.” This wound
is no longer open, but has healed, and now empowers her
and gives her the courage to advocate for change. “This experience has propelled me to have strength and clarity with
a deep commitment to compassion, empathy and justice.
And it’s what reminds me to always take risks on behalf of
others—to be advocates for one another because we need
one another in the struggles for change and justice.” n
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The installation was partially funded by Clean Renewable
Energy Bonds (CREBs) administered by the U.S. Internal
Revenue Service, and Sparks says that the District was able
to sell bonds in the market place. BUSD is also receiving
funding through Measure AB. The bill provides schools with
state funding for construction and modernization of facilities. Though the system is leased, the District will reap large
financial benefits. By switching from Southern California
Edison (SCE) power to
solar, it is estimated that
the District will save
approximately $26.8
million over the next
30 years. Robert Harrison, BUSD director of
maintenance and operations, says that each
year the District spends
$1.5 million on electrical costs. With solar energy, approximately $1
million a year will be
saved. During the first
17 years after installation, savings will pay
off the Clean Renewable Energy Bonds. The
amount of savings between years 18 and 30
is projected at $22.8
million. “Once those
are paid off, all of the
savings will come to
the Bonita Unified School District,” Sparks says.
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ABOVE: Bonita High School
was one of the first schools
to receive installed solar
panels. The agreement
between Sun Power and
the Bonita Unified School
District targeted the high
schools to be the first
facilities to gain solar
panels, since they needed
parking lots to be open
during the school year.

A

glimpse of the future reflects off the surface of 8,880
solar panels recently installed throughout the Bonita
Unified School District. The dark mirrored panels
have become the District’s latest innovation to clean up its
carbon footprint. The solar power trend has taken over a total of 13 campuses, including elementary, middle and high
schools located in La Verne and San Dimas.
Financing the sun
SunPower, a leading solar energy saving company located
in Anaheim, has been working with BUSD on this $14
million project. Since 2015, the Board of Education has
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been discussing various options that surround solar power.
The District sought a company that would provide multiple benefits considering pricing, maintenance and a guarantee of how much power would be produced. Every year,
these campuses use roughly 8.7 million kWh. According
to the District’s request for proposal, it is their mission to
produce enough energy to lower costs, while not overproducing under rules and tariffs. Through solar panels, 80
percent of each campus is powered. “We wanted to be
able to save money through generating our own electricity,” says Ann Sparks, assistant superintendent for business
services. “So, that was the main focus of doing it.”

Capturing the sun
Installation ground breaking took place during the summer
of 2016, with project completion coming January 2017.
With careful preparation, each school site development
takes three months to complete. Installation options are
there as carport, lunch, play, view or shade structures or
being roof mounted, depending on the needs or design
of each campus. Not only do the panels provide electricity, the structure itself offers a shaded area for students and teachers. “It’s a neat system for us to save
money, but it’s a benefit to the kids. They get to park in
the shade here, they get to play in the shade at many of
the schools, which is really nice during the summer, so
it’s a benefit all around,” Harrison says, as he glances
around the Bonita High School student parking lot.
Every panel array was designed to support a school’s individual energy needs. “These panels capture about 25
percent of the energy that’s coming from the sun, and
that goes into the grid,” Harrison says.
SunPower has guaranteed that the solar panels will
last 25 years. To keep up with maintenance, the company is scheduled to clean the panels one to two times
a year, with general checkups when needed. “It’s a
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pretty durable system,” Harrison says. They can take a hit
from a softball, but SunPower said maybe not a hard ball.”
Though the District experienced brief protests about the
solar panels from residents behind Ramona Middle School
(blocked views prompted the District to make adjustments),
Sparks says that this project is a way to show the community that the District is trying to be energy and environmentally aware. “I think for the community, we’re being energy
efficient and energy
conscious. Solar is
clean energy, so I think
that’s a benefit to the
community, and also
because we will be
saving money. I think
indirectly that benefits
the community too because we’re able to
put more resources
into our schools.”
Once the panels are
up and working, SunPower is providing the
District with Energy Information Software
(EIS), a program to
show each school’s
energy savings and
how that fluctuates
day by day. Sparks says
that this information
will later be incorporated into school curricula to teach students about solar energy. Because students can see and touch what they are learning, the solar
panels have become a perfect hands-on lesson plan. By
conserving energy and using it as an educational tool,
Bonita Unified is working hard to shape a brighter future. n

LEFT: During the initial
construction of the solar
panels, some residents on
the east side of Ramona
Middle School were
displeased because the
solar panels blocked their
view. After long discussions
with Ann Sparks, assistant
superintendent, business
services, of the Bonita
Unified School District
(pictured), the residents
agreed to a compromise.
Sparks worked with Sun
Power to come up with a
different design that would
lessen the impact on the
neighborhood. The solar
panels were ultimately
moved to the parking lot.

BELOW: Sun Power is a
solar energy company
that works with businesses
and individuals to provide
solar electric panels.
Sean Mantucca, project
development manager of
Sun Power in Anaheim,
California (pictured), led the
project for the Bonita
Unified School District.

LEFT: Sitting on a branch of
a dying tree at the
crossroads of Hawthorne
and Park avenues in La
Verne, the white-winged
Phoebe scans the area in
search of insect food.
Phoebes are native to North
and South America and
belong to a small bird group
in the genus “Sayornis.”
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BELOW: Sharing his
knowledge of the effects
of the Xylella Fastidiosa
pathogen, Jay Jones,
professor of biology and
biochemistry at the
University of La Verne,
discusses the causes and
the possible effects the loss
of city trees will have on
the environment. In his
professional life, Professor
Jones holds public lectures
year round to inform
others of the ever
escalating, significant
damage to the ecosystem.
“It’s a pretty grim picture
that we live in. We forgot
that human life depends on
nature, and soon it can all
be erased forever.”

La Verne’s trees are suffering. A close inspection tells a different story than the traditional changing of the season color
and molting of leaves. The harsh truth is that some of La
Verne’s trees are very sick.
Since 2010, the Southern California drought has caused La
Verne to lose an abundant
number of trees, such as oak
and liquid amber. Stressed by
the extreme drought, complications have occurred, further
weakening them. According to
Jay Jones, professor of biology
and biochemistry at the University of La Verne, the
pathogen known as “Xylella
Fastidiosa” is a main contributor to the recent decline of
trees. Xylella Fastidiosa lives in
the xylem tissues of host
plants, where water and nutrient processing takes place. The
pathogen causes diseases such
as Bacterial Leaf Scorch (BLS)
and leads to premature thinning of leaves with the potential
to eventually kill the trees.
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Many misdiagnose this disease as symptoms of fall, but
the difference is that BLS infected trees have leaves that are
scorched around their edges during the middle of summer.
It begins with the older leaves
before spreading to newer
ones. Soon vast expanses of
the canopy are affected. It is
common for the disease to develop soon after a known
stress, such as drought. BLS has
been identified in the urban
forest throughout the eastern
United States and as far west as
Texas. Xylella Fastidiosa also
resides in “alternative” hosts,
and the bacterium is transmitted by insects that feed on
xylem fluids of the affected
plants. Insects such as leafhoppers, or sharpshooters, are
known to carry this pathogen.
The blue-green sharpshooter
is most common in dense tree
growth areas with vines and
shrubs. Because it feeds on new growth with soil moisture
and shade, it is seldom found in unshaded, dry locations. n

BELOW: Trees at Foothill
Boulevard and D Street
visibly show stress. The city
of La Verne has more than
11,000 street and park
trees. A 2015 study
conducted by West Coast
Arborists, Inc., calculated
these trees to be valued at
nearly $40 million.
LEFT: Found on the sap of a pine tree at Kuns Park in La Verne, a nymph blue-green
sharpshooter gains its nutrients by feeding on plant fluids in the water-conducting tissues of a
plant (the xylem). When Sharpshooters feed, they can inject the disease-causing bacterium
Xylella fastidiosa, which then multiplies in the tree’s water-conducting system and causes
further water stress beyond existing drought conditions.
BELOW: As seen in the liquid amber leaves, the drought has caused a multitude of trees across
the city to be infected with bacterial leaf scorch, caused by the bacterium Xylella fastidiosa.
Scorched leaves develop when sufficient water does not reach the leaf margin cells.
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e walks into the Pomona High School principal's
office to find empty McDonalds bags on the table,
their contents spread across the only piece of furniture in the room. More than half a dozen chairs surround it,
and looking up at the arrival of Emmett Terrell are six high
school football players, who, for a split second, glance away
from their meal for a nodded greeting. Yet, there is no sense
of intimidation, but respect; no fear of authority, but esteem.
Terrell is dressed casually, with jeans and a checkered shirt,
sneakers and a green hat— a different version of the Board
of Trustee Terrell who walks the University of La Verne campus in suit and tie.
He takes a seat to officially start the meeting. The boys continue to eat, yet absorb his words of wisdom. His language is
easy, accessible, with slang and colloquial terms occasionally
sautéed and mixed together with important, yet simple messages. Emmett Terrell asks, “What is something the boys have
done this week that made them feel good?” As each one
browses his mental archive and shares his answer, there is silence when they speak and words of encouragement when
they finish. Terrell goes around the table once again, to question what they could have done better in the week. Then individual advice pours forth. It is a locker room atmosphere, and
Terrell is visibly comfortable in leading and coaching, an experience very familiar and comfortable to him, and one that
dates back to his time as a football coach at the University of
La Verne. The role suits him not only because he performs it
easily, but because young people respond to it.
Emmett Terrell, a University of La Verne Board of Trustee
member, has spent more than 40 years of his life in education. As a first-generation student, he graduated from La Verne
College in 1970 and immediately started working for the
Pomona Unified School District. His Pomona career is impressively varied, ranging from teacher and elementary school
principal to deputy superintendent.
Now, as he oversees ULV’s administration, Terrell still holds
dear the values of solidarity and empathy he learned from his
parents, family principles instilled in him since his 1948 birth
in Memphis, Tennessee. Aside from his mentoring of young
African-American males at the invitation of Pomona High
School Principal Roger Fasting, Terrell has founded the
Brother’s Forum at ULV, chaired the Academic Affairs Committee, College of Law Sub-Committee, and selection committee for La Verne’s new University president.
He has also been a board member of the Hillcrest Homes
Retirement Community, the Bright Prospects organization, the
LA County Fair and its Educational Foundation, and has been
in the advisory committee for the School Employers Association of California. Terrell has acquired more than 22 years of
experience as a deputy superintendent and led human
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Q: What was your experience being an African-American
student at La Verne?
When I first came to La Verne, I was only
one of maybe six African-Americans in the
whole campus. There were three young
ladies, and a guy who went here when I got
here, and it was for the most part a safe place.
Because of the religious affiliation, very supportive, very nurturing, very caring—it was
great. It was like an island in the greater community because it wasn’t like it was that way
when you were off campus. But here you
knew what to expect, and I had the wonderful
experience of being with some great people.
And I think the football and the campus experience together really helped to solidify the
beliefs that my parents had given me because
it was consistent. For the African-American
students who came while I was still here and
after me—by the time I graduated it must’ve
been around 50 or 60 of them—we still talk.
And we still talk about our experiences at La
Verne, and we talk in positive terms.

realize dreams and passions. It’s helping someone to have a
better understanding of what they need to do next, to assist
in shaping direction. The experiences that we have as an
adult can be translated into possible opportunities for young
people. They don’t always match perfectly, but often times
there’s a piece that might fit well, so I think it becomes our
responsibility to share that.
When I was a teacher, I taught elementary school, and I
realized how much my students paid attention, not necessarily to what I said, but what I did. You could shape how they
do stuff, how they operate, based upon how you model certain behaviors of engagement. So it’s important that they
hear what you say, but it’s also important that they see what
you do. And that you’re consistent in what you do. If I said
one thing, and I’m doing something else, then it’s not about
him, it’s about me.
Q: What do you think is the biggest reward in teaching?
Helping students recognize their worth and their value
and realize their passion. And I think if you’re a good
teacher, then you’re like a coach. I coached for a lot of years,
too, and I saw a really tight relationship between teaching
and coaching. But what you’re teaching is not the academic;
you’re teaching more around the psychophysical. I think the
reason I do what I do is because I receive joy out of having
other people realize their dreams and aspirations.

of the things that happens if you
“ Oneengage
people in the right way...

Q: How was your college experience as a first-generation student?
There was an expectation on the
part of my family, my mom, that we
go to college. Growing up, I didn’t
always understand what she meant,
but as I got closer to 12th grade, I
began to see everything that I
hadn’t done, everything I needed to
do to move on to college. I panicked because
I didn’t want to face her and say, “Well, I’m
not able to go.” That’s when La Verne came in.
My mom had nieces who were teachers in
the South. In my mother’s family there were a
number of ministers, and then I had three uncles who were ministers. [Even] now, I have
two cousins who are ministers, and my son is
a minister. Religion and that whole idea of
providing spiritual support and engagement, I
think it connects very well with education. It’s
all about helping.

Q: What values did you teach to your children?
To be of use. To look at situations and look at opportuni-

people will more often than not give to you

knowledge, information, access.

Q: What does teaching mean to you?
I think teaching is a calling. I’m very big on
value-added. I think the responsibility of a
teacher is to recognize the student’s worth;
everybody is worth something. Then make an
assessment about how you as that teacher can
be the most effective in helping that person to
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ties to help people. That it’s not about you; your value is your
ability to help other people. I’m big on karma. I’m big in
terms of you get what you give. And you shouldn't give just
because you expect to get. And it’s amazing how it works in
life—that the more you give, the more you get. Not with the
expectation of getting something in return, but just in terms
of creating an environment of nurturing and support. I’ve
been very fortunate in that regard. I got that from my dad.
My dad and mom, they were always helpful and caring
about other people, and they were always willing to share,
so I think as my brothers and I grew up, we had the opportunity to watch how they did that, and the importance they
placed on recognizing the value in others. It created a spirit
within us that said that we want to help, we want to be of
use. If you engage people in the right way—not coming at
them to take from them but coming at them to share and to
understand—then people will then more often than not give
to you knowledge, information, access. Access is huge, particularly for first generation students and children of color.
We don’t have a lot of access points, and so if we are to get

“

Teacher, Trustee, Leader

resources in a school district with more than 30,000 students and 3,000 personnel.
La Verne staff writer Giovanna Rinaldo sat down with Emmett Terrell to hear his vision for the University of La Verne.

LEFT: Emmett Terrell takes
a few minutes to be
photographed while
meeting with fellow
colleagues at McKinley Grill
at the Sheraton Hotel in
La Verne. Terrell, a
University of La Verne
Board of Trustee member
and retired high ranking
educator in the public
sector, is also a former
assistant football coach
at the University of
La Verne, where he
coached for 15 years.

ABOVE: Emmett Terrell
meets with a group of six
African-American
sophomores from Pomona
High School in Pomona,
California. Terrell helps the
boys, members of the
football team, focus on
academics in addition to
sports. They meet once a
week to discuss how school
and life are going as well as
to review the chapters they
read from “The Pact” by
Drs. Sampson Davis, George
Jenkins and Rameck Hunt
with contributions from
Lisa Frazier Page.

those access points, it’s because someone else provided
them for us or to us. And that’s coming based upon their belief that we will respect them, and we will operate in a way
that is an extension of who gave them to us. You don’t want
to help people who are going to take advantage. You got to
be selfless, not selfish. Over time, people will come to you,
people will be attracted to you. And as a result, you get to
know what they do, they get to know what you do, and they
will create points of access or avenues of access.
Q: What is the mark that you hope to leave in lives?
To be of use and to help. You have to be enough about
something that I don’t want everybody to like me. If everybody likes me, that means I’m not about anything. I’m about
too much stuff. People need to know that there’s certain
things that they can say, there’s certain things that they can
do that will be OK. But there’s other things that you can’t do.
And if you don't establish yourself as being about something, then you’re really not about anything. I think that you
need to be upfront, that you need to be direct. I have a sense
of what I like, and what I don’t like. I don’t expect everybody
to agree with me, I don’t want everybody to agree with me.
[Instead, I want to] have a sense of respect where we can
talk and discuss and reach a position of understanding.
I used to negotiate the contracts for the Pomona District
with the labor units, and I think I was pretty upfront. You want
to make it better for somebody else, not just yourself. The bottom line for me in education has always been about the kids.
Q: What are your thoughts on La Verne’s mission, values
and the progress made since you studied here?
La Verne was a great place for me. I was young, and I probably thought I was more valuable than I really was. I had to
learn, and that learning came through living and being
around people having other experiences. I’ve been on the
Board now for 15 years, and prior to that I coached football
here for 15 years, so I’ve really been around La Verne a long
time, and it’s still consistent. Even though we no longer have
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the same affiliation with the
Church, it’s consistent with the
mission of helping, of being supportive. With first-generation
youngsters, I think that we understand better how we can assist and
support these young people
through realizing their aspirations
and following their passion, then
energizing their passion. I think
we get better all the time. As
adults, we have to be consistent
not only in our actions but our
communications. Across the
Board, we all need to look in the
mirror and say, “I say I’m about
this, but is what I do, and what I
say consistent with who I say I
am?” I think that’s huge, because
for young people, they’re watching
all the time. If you’re really about preparing young people to
go out into the world, they need to see that you as an adult, as
a person in a position to make decisions, are consistent.
Q: Where do you think the University could do better?
I’m not always sure about the best way to provide support
and access. I think you have to keep looking, but probably
as important to keep looking is continuing to listen. If you
stop listening because you think you’ve got it figured out,
that’s when you get in trouble. You got to keep moving forward with the spirit that has helped make this University
what it is, and, as you move forward, you have to continue
to grow in your understanding of “How do we make it better.” We never know it all, but you have to believe that you
have the ability, the efficacy to continue to do it. And continue to make it better. That’s the whole thing about efficacy.
There has to be enough in your heart that says, “I can figure
this out” so that you don’t stop. You can’t stop.
Q: What advice would you give to current students?
I think you have to see yourself as being better than the
problems that you face. And, as a result, continue to work to
make things better for those around you. I want you to keep
doing what you do and follow your passion. Know that your
credible work comes with integrity. It’s all about credibility.
If I walk into a situation, and I don’t know the answer, I
believe I can figure it out—not because I know everything,
but because I bet I know somebody. One of the guys in the
Board is always saying, “You always say you know a guy.”
And I do. You tell me what you need to have done, I know
a guy. It starts with the guys who cut my grass, the guys
who work on my car, the guys that built my house—all
those guys. I got that from my dad. I build relationships.
If you say, “Are there things you would have done differently in life?” Yeah. But all in all, I look at the bigger picture—it has been OK. I think my dad, my mom would be
good with it. And that’s what is important, that your family
is good with it. n

LaVerne:
Traditions to Remember
‘Traditions are things that bring us back to our core’
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raditions, 125 years of them, are what make the University of La Verne not just unique but also great. Students continually join and are shaped by this unique
University family, but what
immortalizes an institution
and gives it life are the memories and emotions that
come from its halls. Devorah
Lieberman, University of La
Verne president; Al Clark,
professor of humanities; Rex
Huigens, former football
coach and professor of kinesiology emeritus; Alexis
Coria, La Verne senior and
Associated Students of University of La Verne president;
Stephen Morgan, former
University president and
professor of educational
management; and Marlin
Heckman, professor and librarian emeritus, each share
their favorites.

Devorah Lieberman
President Lieberman holds three favorite traditions: (1) “The Alma Mater that was written
decades ago. If you read the alma mater closely,
it talks about being committed to the University
of La Verne, being committed to an institution
that is dedicated to peace and justice and commitment to one another. That is what the whole
alma mater is about. So now at every football
game we sing the alma mater, at convocation
we sing the alma mater, at commencement we
sing the alma mater.”
(2) “Every year, we have convocation at the
beginning of the year where we ring the spirit
bell, and it brings everybody together. At the
convocation, we sing the alma mater, we recognize a faculty member who is beloved by the
students, and this faculty member gives a talk. It
is a way to bring everybody together to start the
year off together.”
(3) “The day before commencement we go to the La
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Verne Church of the Brethren for baccalaureate services.
Everybody gathers at the Church, and we have an outside
speaker address all the graduating students and their parents.
They talk about the values of the institution. It is a
beautiful tradition. We come back from the event,
and at Sneaky Park the students touch the paw of
the leopard and touch the book of knowledge.
That sends you out into the world remembering
your alma mater and the book of knowledge.
“One of the reasons I came to the University
was because at the time it was almost 120 years
old, and at the time I fell in love with the traditions that were already here. As the new president, I wanted to make sure that we maintained
the soul of the University. Traditions that an institution have reflect their core and their soul. That
is one of the reasons I love traditions because
they are a reflection of the culture in the University. For me, when I say tradition, it is things that
bring us back to the core of who we are. For me,
some of the traditions are at our core. Traditions
make a culture, an organization, a religion, a
country what it is.”
Al Clark
Al Clark tells of three of his
favorite traditions: (1) “Baccalaureate. It is a time when
many faculty who appreciate
La Verne come together.
There is always a fine
speaker, so those things go together. Today, there are not a
lot of students who come,
which means we are able to
interact with the students
who do come. Baccalaureate
goes back to the very beginning and ties into the University’s values as well as saying
goodbye to the students
when they leave.”
(2) “Commencement is a
time that I particularly like
because it ties back in with baccalaureate, which includes
all students. Commencement today includes only a group

TOP LEFT: President
Devorah Lieberman shows
her devout commitment to
the University of La Verne as
she speaks about the
University’s core traditions.
One of her favorites is the
singing of the Alma Mater
since it connects to the
values that she seeks.

LEFT: Al Clark, professor of
humanities, has led in
various roles at the
University of La Verne for
nearly 40 years. He
maintains a lecture series,
“An Oral History of the
University of La Verne,”
highlighting the
importance of personal
stories told through those
with long histories at the
University of La Verne.

TOP RIGHT: Professor
Emeritus Rex Huigens says
the interactions with his
students are among the
most meaningful
experiences from his
time at the University.
During his time as head
football coach, he led the
Leopards to three SCIAC
Championships.

RIGHT: Alexis Coria, senior
business major and ASULV
president, participated
as a princess this year in
one of her favorite
traditions, University of
La Verne Homecoming.
She says that the
small community making
up the University of La
Verne contributes
to creating an
environment that is
personally meaningful.

of students, because it is divided into multiple ceremonies.
I actually look back to the days when we only had one
commencement, and we now have six. When we had one
commencement, we saw everybody. Commencement is a
time for students to share their success story. Here are the
people we knew when they started. They spent their time
here and completed the requirements. We saw how they
progressed and learned from the time they were here.”
(3) “Beginning of the semester activities, which have
changed. Once upon a time
there was a lot of freshman
hazing. I didn’t see a lot of
that, but it certainly was
here. Then there was what
we called freshman camp.
Probably more than anything
else, the students of those
years remember their camp
experience, because they
came in at the very beginning, and they all went to
the mountains. They all
stayed overnight so it was a
real bonding activity. Many
of them (because I’m doing
oral history) fondly remember this 20 to 30 years later.
“The traditions I most appreciate come at the end and then the beginning
of the school year. They mark the excitement of
the newness of the people who are coming here
to learn, and they mark the maturity of the people who have spent their time here and learned
who they were because it is a growing process.
They learned material which we helped teach
them because that is part of the process. They go
out to the world ready to be good citizens, ready
to contribute to their communities, ready to earn
a living and a lifetime and start a family and be
part of the American dream, or at least the dream
that they had.”
Rex Huigens
(1) “I was in athletics, and I played three sports
going through school. Much of my extracurricular time was spent in athletics. Traditions actually
change a little bit with people as they go through
life, and what they remember as they go through
life. I think the college experience for a student is a tradition. It’s a very short period of time, and it may seem like
forever—especially by your sophomore year you feel like
you’re going to be here forever. I think those four years end
up being their tradition, and what they remember. I think
more than anything else the thing that people remember
about the University are the people that they deal with. It
could be fellow classmates, professors, coaches, choir directors, but that’s what they remember, and that’s what I re-
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member. It isn’t the physical institution; it’s the people who
influenced me.”
(2 ) “When I became a faculty member and a coach, it’s
what I remember in dealing with the students in a day-today operation, whether it be on the football field or in the
classroom. That’s one of things I really value even though it
about wore me out. I taught 10-13 years even when I was a
football coach. I was the head golf coach at the time and
the assistant director of athletics. I wouldn’t give
any of that up because I got to be with a lot of
different students, rather than just the football
players or my classroom students. I don’t think I
would’ve traded any of that.”
(3) “Going up to the “L” is one of my favorite
traditions, but it’s been fazed out. In the last
Voice Magazine there was a [story and] picture
about the “L.” Every year, we would go up and
clean it all up. We would make it look really
good. Unfortunately, the forest service doesn’t let
you go up there anymore. Each group of students go through this and establish their own traditions. I can’t really put my finger on this is a
tradition and this isn’t; they’re all traditions, and
that’s what makes La Verne, La Verne.
Alexis Coria
(1) “I definitely love homecoming. It is super
fun in general. At homecoming, you realize that
this is a community. Homecoming this year was really
amazing; in all my years
here I never thought that I
would be on homecoming
court, and I was. It was kind
of fairytale-like—if I’m being
cliché—putting on a gown
and dress to walk amongst
my peers and feeling so
loved. For it being my last
homecoming, it was a great
goodbye. I love homecoming because it unites everybody—alumni, prospective
students, of course our
friends and current students.
We walk, hug, chant and
are happy with each other. I
wish there were more events
like this throughout the year.”
(2) “I also love the holiday extravaganza. They do it every
year, and it is presented by the Campus Activities Board. It
celebrates all types of holidays and traditions from different
cultures, and I really appreciate that. Everyone comes together, and the food is pretty great. We get a little bit of
every culture, and you begin to feel like the actual
holidays are here.”
(3) “Another tradition that I really like is the philanthropy
[project] of cystic fibrosis that they do at Iota Delta. It is my

favorite because they do a “jumpathon,” and it brings out a
bunch of people from the community where they raise
money for children who have cystic fibrosis. It’s held behind
the lawn, and they have a huge jumper. People think that
we are jumping for cystic fibrosis when in fact we are not.
We asked people to come jump with us for about 15 minutes to show how tiring it is. That way, you can imagine
how tiring it must be for someone with cystic fibrosis who
must deal with the affliction on a daily basis.
That’s why I really love this event; it’s not just
about raising money, but bringing awareness
and for a few seconds feeling what it might be
like to have cystic fibrosis. We have such a small
community; it makes it more intimate and meaningful. Our location also brings in members of
the community, as well, to truly make this a college town.”
Stephen Morgan
(1) “The painting of the rock is one. When I
was a student, we didn’t paint the rock. The rock
was always green, and it had orange letters on it.
At that time, we weren’t a university yet; we
were still La Verne College. It always had LVC on
it. The rock hasn’t always been where it is. It
used to be by the dining hall, and the rock used
to be much smaller. Our rivals, the Claremont
Colleges, and some of the other schools from
our athletic conference, used
to steal the rock. In the early
1960s, a group of students
said we don’t want the rock
to get stolen again. They went
up [to the mountains] and got
a huge boulder and about
two-thirds of the rock in front
of Founders Hall is underground, so it can’t be stolen.
It was later when I was on the
staff that students started
painting the rock on a regular
basis with various messages. I
wish that I had photographed
all the different versions of
the rock, but I think that is a
unique tradition to La Verne.”
(2) “I think another tradition would be the values of
the institution. I found that the
faculty really care about their students. We had small
classes, and faculty knew us by name. If we saw them on
campus out of class, they could call us by name. They took a
real interest in not only what we did in the class, but outside
the class as well. I think that’s very valuable. The other thing I
think is valuable about La Verne is the comradery of the
alumni; the common affiliation they have. You come back
years later like I have, and there is still a connection with the
students; there is connection with the faculty and the alumni.
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“Even though it has grown a lot since I was here, there is
still a connectivity that I think is unique to La Verne and its
values. As you come in the door, whether you are a faculty
member or student, we talk about the value of community,
and we’ve become a very diverse community. Yet, we are
still a community. There has always been an emphasis on
building a community out of the people we had here, and I
think that’s continued even though we have a much larger
and diverse population. There
is still an emphasis on, ‘We
need to be a community; we
need to come together with
what bonds us in common
and appreciate our differences.’”
(3) “Another great tradition
is the service orientation. The
University has always emphasized that people should
serve their communities, the
world, their professions, and
we see that with our faculty
and staff, also with the service requirement for students.
Even before there was a requirement, students were interested in service, and it
started with service to the
University. We used to have a
build La Verne Day where we all actually
cleaned up the campus on a day each year. I
think the emphasis on service is a tradition that
has been important to La Verne.”
Marlin Heckman
“La Verne College in the 1950s did not observe some national holidays such as Labor Day
or Memorial Day, but we did have four allschool holidays: Beach Day; L Day; Snow Day
and Clean-up Day. Beach Day was usually in
early October when students and faculty enjoyed a day at the beach including games and a
meal. L Day included driving as far up the
mountain as possible and then hiking across the
ridge and climbing down the mountain to the
letter L, which had been placed there by a class
in the 1920s. Once there, our job was to clean
away brush and debris so that the “L” could be
seen from the valley. The Forest Service has not
permitted access to the L since the 1980s. Snow Day was in
January or February, but some years there was no snow.
Clean-up Day was in the late Spring and involved many
jobs around the campus including washing all of the windows of Founders Hall. La Verne College in the mid-50s
had a student body of around 320 students, and most us of
lived on campus. These all-school holidays were an opportunity for us to participate in group activities, and they carry
special memories to this day.” n

TOP LEFT: Stephen C.
Morgan, the University of
La Verne’s 17th president,
accepted the position at
age 39. During his 25-year
service as president, he led
the University through
adversity and triumph. One
of his favorite traditions is
the rock in front of
Founders Hall.

LEFT: Marlin Heckman,
former University of La
Verne professor and
librarian emeritus, shares
deep connections with the
University of La Verne. He
served as the University
Librarian for more than 25
years and continues to
serve as a fundamental
resource for those
preserving the history of
the University of La Verne.

